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u AIRLINES EUROPE

AIRLINES AND DESTINATIONS

AIRLINES EUROPE
LICENSES AND SHARES

1990 Abacus published a game that was
called Airlines, designed by Alan R. Moon.
The game originally was supposed to have
a railway topic, but was lifted up a few kilometers and turned into a game on airlines. 21
years later Abacus has picked up the game
again and – with the same topic – transferred
it to Europe.
The first changes begin with the number of
players which has been reduced to 5, who
now can rival for flight permits and profits.
Die ersten Änderungen beginnen schon bei
der Spielerzahl, nur mehr bis zu 5
Spieler können um die Fluglizenzen und Profite rivalisieren. For
this you use a board depicting a
map of Europe including a share
value track as well as 112 share
cards for 16 airlines. The airlines
have been given names alluding
to game companies, a loving and
painstaking funny detail for insiders, I especially like FF Flys for the
green airline and White Winds
for the white one, a reverence to
Alan R. Moons own publishing
company of early days.
Then there are 112 airplanes,
share cards for Air Abacus, victory
point chips, money, playing aids,
markers for bonus connections
and general markers.
Each player begins the game
with 8 cards on hand, 2 shares, 8
Mio Euros and victory points according to his seat in relation to
the stating player. Victory points,
by the way, are kept secret during the game. Depending on
the number of players the components for 1 to 3 airlines are
removed, Air Abacus is always
in the game, but does not own
airplanes or markers for home
airport or share value track.
At the start of the game each
player chooses 2 shares of 2 different airlines from his hand and
places them face down, then
they are turned up simultaneously. These cards represent the
starting shares of each player, 5
share cards from the draw pile
are displayed openly and form
the share market.
Then you play in rounds, each
player has exactly one action in
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his turn and can choose from four different
actions:
- Buy one or two connection licenses and
take up one share
- Display shares from your hand and receive dividends
- Trade shares for Air Abacus shares
- Take money
Licenses for connections between cities are
marked by circles, the number in the circle

denotes the price, which has to be paid for
with money. Then you place an airplane of
an airline of your choice and advance the
marker of the chosen airline on the share
value track by the number of steps equal to
the price of the license. You need not own a
share in an airline to buy a license for it. Such
new connections must either start at the
home airport of an airline or be connected
to the existing grid of the airline. Each airline
Dagmar de Cassan
A felicitous new edition of a nearly classic game, and – in
this streamlined version, too - an excellent family game
with some tactics and an interesting chance element due to
the unpredictable occurring of scoring.

can only own one license for a given connection and you must always buy the cheapest

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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ily game allowing quite an amount of tactics:
You should not declare majorities to early
and take care to acquire shares of Air Abacus,
if you do not hold such shares you will not
have a lot of chances to win the game. Those
Air Abacus share are a nice way to get rid of
useless share, for instance, when an airline
has been blocked early, and to make some
profit out of them yet. And the tension is kept
up by the uncertainty of when the next scoring will happen. Anyway, a positive recommendation for a family game. 
Dagmar.de.Cassan@spielen.at

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Alan R. Moon
Artist: Christian Fiore
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Abacusspiele 2011
www.abacusspiele.de

2-5
AGE:

10+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Placement and acquisition game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr jp pl
In-game text: no
Comments:

Revised edition of both Union Pacific
and Airlines * condensed and modernized compared to the predecessors *
still an excellent family game
Compares to:

Union Pacific, Airlines, other grid optimizing
games
Other editions:
Rio Grande, Filosofia, Hobby Japan,
G3 Poland

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

license available for a connection. After you
buy a license you take a share either from the
draw pile or from the open market.
To display shares you can either lay down
any number of shares of the same airline
or one share each of two different airlines.
You receive 2 Mio dividend for each share
displayed.
If you want to acquire Air Abacus shares you
discard any shares from your hand or your
display, 1 share gives you 1 Air Abacus share,
3 shares get you 2 Air Abacus ones. Air Abacus shares have a fixed value for each scoring
and are not available from the share market.
If you take money, you receive 8 Mio Euros
from the bank. Should the bank run out of
money and not have enough the bank is
considered to be bust. All players with assets of more than 8 Mio cash must hand the
excess over to the bank, the cards in the open
share market are removed and replaced by
new ones.
When a scoring card appears in the open
market or is drawn from the pile it is handed
to the player whose turn it would be next
and a scoring happens. Each player takes
a share from the market, surplus cards are
discarded. Then shares in the displays of the
players – not in their hands - are scored, in order of number of shares per player for a given
airline. In case of a tie the victory points for
the positions are added and shared equally
among the players in the tie. Finally, you
score victory points for Air Abacus shares
you won. After the third scoring you win with
most victory points.
What has changed as regards to Airlines? The
permit cards featured in the original game
have been abolished – you can, when available, buy a license any time. The number
of players has been reduced to five, which
makes the game a bit more clear. The flair
and feeling of the game remains intact, the
retrolook is nice, components and graphics
again very attractive.
The fun in playing, too, has remained the
same – Airlines Europe is an attractive fam-

OUR REVIEW

40 Lines for Meeples
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

Summer has arrived, but nobody has told
the weather. And the same happened to us
when preparing this issue.
There is no silly season any more for game
publishers. The times when business was
booming only in the weeks before Christmas
have long gone. All year long consumers and
customers want a supply of new games to
offer them a new choice to select from and
the publishers comply.
This corresponds near enough to the situation on the book market, the distribution of
music pieces or the production of films. Is this
another sign that games have managed to
become cultural assets?
For us this is relevant insofar as due to the
many new games we are late with this issue
of WIN, later than we would have believed
possible, but we can offer a new service for
our readers:
WIN The Games Journal is now also available as eBook (in both German and English)
and therefore is even better and easier to
read with the various modern devices than
a PDF file. All subscribers to WIN can download the eBook.
If you would try it out without any obligations ask for your free access code without
any registration procedure.
Please send us an email to:
office@spielen.at - subject: eBook.
In case you like our WIN: Please take out a
subscription, we have established a Paypal
account, so payment of € 6 for a one-year
subscription is easy and safe. An edition
is made available free for all only after two
months, please check
http://www.gamesjournal.at
A subscription is valid for both editions, the
English and German PDF edition of WIN.
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OUR REVIEW

u MOUSQUETAIRES DU ROY

CARDINAL VERSUS QUEEN

MOUSQUETAIRES DU ROY
CLOAKS, DAGGERS AND DIAMONDS

Once again … Mylady Winter versus the musketeers in a race for the Queen’s diamonds
and exactly like this the roles are distributed
in the game. Mylady Winter has at her side
Rochefort, her bodyguard, many henchmen,
ambushes, guile and cards for Paris and the
Louvre. The musketeers on the other hand
have additional abilities, special abilities and
equipment at their disposal, they use the
adventure cards which are available as skill
cards, combat cards and character cards.
All this is happening on a board showing
Tracks for time and money of the musketeers,
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Arsenal, Quest for the Queen’s jewels – these
four quests need to be completed, Milady,
Richelieu, Vieux Colombier – the accommodation of the musketeers, La Bastille, Paris, Le
Louvre and La Rochelle.
The musketeers must complete missions/
quests, which they meet in the shape of challenges, duels and ambushes.
A challenge is a test for one of the abilities
of one of the musketeers, Erudition, Nobility,
Gallantry or Panache, with values between
5 and 8. The musketeers overcome the challenge when they reach or surpass this value.

The challenged musketeer uses his abilities
and plays fitting cards.
When the musketeers enter a duel with one
of Mylady’s henchmen the battle is decided
by the use of dice. First the musketeer checks
for a Secret Maneuver, then his adversary. If
none of the sides has achieved a secret maneuver swords and shields on the dice are
compared. When a musketeer is wounded,
he reduces his life points accordingly, if he
loses all of them he is wounded, out of action and goes to Vieux Colombier to recover.
A wounded adversary is removed from the
game, henchmen go back to Mylady, Rochefort can be healed. A musketeer winning a
duel is rewarded with gold or Epic markers.
Should the musketeer be caught in an ambush, special conditions are applied to the
location. An ambush is removed when overcome or when the mission has been completed. Ambushes do not go back to Mylady.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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All this is carried out in game rounds, which
are divided into four phases:
First it is Mylady’s turn: She chooses her current abode and can place a Paris card from
her hand on Paris. Then Mylady can either
draw a guile card or play a guile card, which
is executed immediately. This is followed by
the phase of the musketeer: Each Musketeer
not in Vieux Colombier has three actions. The
musketeers can act in any order they deem
to be useful, but one musketeer must comDagmar de Cassan
Mousquetaires du Roy is a flawless adventure game and
one of the best transformations of a literary model into a
board game and an excellent cooperative game at that.

plete all three actions before the next one
can act. Possible actions are: Draw an adventure card, move, swap cards, play a character
card, reinforcement in La Rochelle, accept a
challenge, demand a duel or acquire / improve equipment.
At the end of a round a duel with Rochefort
and the Siege of Rochelle might need some
attention. If Mylady is at a location where a
musketeer wants to execute a duel, a challenge or a Paris card she must reveal herself
and the musketeer must duel Rochefort.
When all is said and done the four missions
of the Queen’s Jewels board decides the
game, because only if the musketeers successfully complete these mission the win the
game against Mylady.

All in all flawless adventure with style and elegance, courageous decisions are necessary
and bit of patience for the Mylady player, he
must sit out the deliberations and actions of
the musketeers and still remain alert for any
immediate action that might be necessary.
Mousquetiers du Roy is definitely one of the
best cooperative games of the last years, if
not THE best, again a great game from Ystari.
Chapeau! 
Dagmar.de.Cassan@spielen.at

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: F. Combe, G. Lehmann
Artist: Cérani, Demaegd, Demaegd
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Ystari 2010
www.ystari.com

1-5
AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Cooperative adventure game
With friends
Special: 1 player
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Exceptional graphics and components
* wonderful implementation of the
novel * Mylady is a good adequate
opponent for the musketeers * many
details in the rules
Compares to:

Shadows over Camelot and other cooperative
games
Other editions:
At Ystari in French and at Rio Grande
Games in English

My rating:

To enter into the many details which have
to be taken into account for each location or
each challenge would definitely exceed this
article, it is sufficient to say that the game
offers a marvelous recap of Alexandre Dumas‘ novel, with lovely components and
graphics and absolutely captures the flair of
the famous cloak & dagger adventures and
adventurers and their impersonations, from
Errol Flynn to Robin Hood!
With only 2 shields and swords on their dice
the musketeers seem to be at a disadvantage as regards to Mylady’s 3 swords and 3
shields on her dice, but the improvements
the musketeers can acquire are a lot of help,
but still, the musketeers have their hands full
to keep Mylady and her henchmen in check.
Mousquetiers du Roy is a cooperative game,

in which the opponent – in this case Mylady
de Winter – has enough power and abilities
to seriously challenge the other side, which
can be made from up to four players. A very
nice detail in the game is the simulation of
Mylady’s spies: The musketeer players can
and must confer what it would be best to do
to avoid a threatening calamity or to succeed
in a mission, but they must do this openly
and audible and must show turned-up cards
to the Mylady player, because Mylady has her
spies everywhere.
It is a surprising and unusual mechanisms
that allows the musketeer players to carry
out their action in any order they want to,
they can choose which musketeer goes first
to achieve optimum results. And of course
the game plays easier when more players are
present to embody the musketeers.
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OUR REVIEW

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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OUR REVIEW

u THE LORD OF THE RINGS

MIDDLE EARTH IN FOUR DECKS

THE LORD OF THE RINGS
LCG - THE CARD GAME

I gladly admit it! I am a fan of Lord of the
Rings. I love cooperative games and many
of my favorite games have been published
by Fantasy Flight. It seems that Fantasy Flight
knows me that well by now that the newest
LCG from this publisher combines all these
factors.
LCG stands for the term Living Card Game,
a term that has been created and that is
used by Fantasy Flight for games that allow
you – like trading card games (CCG) – to assemble your personal deck, but at least are
fair enough to note the content of the package. This eliminates the thrill of collecting,
but keeps the costs in check and acceptable,
even you want to acquire every single card
published.
For the Lord of the Rings topic the Core Set
has been published now and – according to
the publisher – it contains all that is necessary to be playable for 1-2 players. The use
of a 2nd Core Set gives 3-4 players the opportunity to play.
My experience with the game has taught me
that you can play with four without any problems using only one Core Set, all you need to
do is to mark the Threat Levels for two more
players, - a sheet of paper, some Kauri shells
or percentage dice should do nicely and the
game can be used by four – promise!
What’s in the box? A beautiful, big, colorprinted and very long rulebook, which might
deter a lot of hobby gamers who might have
expect a somewhat lighter diet like Knizia‘2
cooperative Lord of the Rings Game.
The components are two sheets with tokens
for Resources, Damage and Progress, two
Threat Trackers – discs where you can mark
values between 0 and 100 – as well as 226
cards of good quality with excellent images
of characters and locations from the books.
Die illustrations on the cards subjectively
viewed are very well done, but do not relate
directly to the films. Especially the Legolas
card divides the audience, the figure depicted with his dark hair and dangerous demeanor does not resemble Orlando Bloom at all.
There are 12 heroes (just enough for 4 players), four decks with 30 cards each which do
not correspond to the tournament rules –
which demand 50 cards – but allow very different ways to play and challenging games.
The cards are divided into four colors, each
deck is geared to its heroes and only holds
cards of one color. The decks are: The red
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Tactics Deck, which is strong in conflict, but
not very able in other aspects; the green Lore
Deck, which can heal damage to heroes and
allies and allows frequent drawing of cards;
the blue Spirit Deck, which facilitates the
achieving of victory conditions but cannot
fend of strong monsters, and finally the purple Leadership deck, which comprises able
fighters and excellent revenues.
The remaining 94 cards are sorted and used
for three adventures that are provided in the
game. Lord of the Rings LCG is a cooperative
game in which the players try to master adventures together. The Core Set offers three
of such adventures in levels 1, 4 and 7 of 9
possible difficulty levels. The first adventure
is rather simple, accordingly, a fact that is
proven by me not having been defeated
once in the approximately 15 tries I gave
this adventure.
Fantasy Flight is planning and has announced regular publication of expansions,
so called Chapter Packs, which will expand
the game by 60 cards each month. The Chapters announced so far promise one new adventure each, including the Hung for Gollum
(already published) and new heroes like Bilbo
and Frodo. After six such miniature expansions a cycle ends and there will be – if all
goes according to the experience with other
LCGs – a deluxe expansion published before
the start of the next cycle.
Of course this sounds very much like a trading card came which demands the investment of lots of money, but the good news
is – even without one expansion set the Core
Set is a complete game offering fun and challenge for some evenings.
The rules of the game are – typically for a
Fantasy Flight Game – too long to be read
and explained to fellow players directly at
the start of the game. But one player who
has mastered the rules can explain the game
within 10 minutes.
So, each player chooses a deck of cards and
lays out the corresponding three heroes.
Then you draw a starting hand of 6 cards
from your deck pile. Next, you extract the 3-4
Quest Cards from the cards and implement
the set-up instructions on the first card. These
cards feature some introductory text and list
the Encounter Cards that must be found and
shuffled into the Encounter Deck. This differentiates the diverse adventures by providing
different opponents and dangers.
Now the first round of the game can start. A
round in the game comprises several phases

which are all implemented by all players –
sometimes even simultaneously – before
the next phase starts. The round starts with
the Resource Phase. Each hero receives a resource and each player draws a card. Then
– in the Planning phase - players can play
allies like Faramir or attachments like chainmail into their display. These cards show their
cost in big print and – while playing the Core
game with the standard decks – you can pay
for each card with any resources of your heroes. Only when you start to mix the decks
the kind of resources used or needed to use
comes into play. In addition to this, there are
event cards in the players’ decks which can
be played later in the round depending on
the momentary situation, but cards staying
in play permanently can only be played in
this phase.
All character cards – heroes, allies and
monsters, too – show a bar featuring similar symbols for the different strength with
Christian Grundner
A cooperative game that offers lots of fun, even for four,
with the Core Set alone, additional Chapter Packs are nice,
but not necessary!

numbers for the values of those strengths.
The bar shows three symbols/numbers for
Willpower Strength, Attack Strength and
Defense Strength as well as a big number
denoting the Hit Points. These three values
are interesting insofar as a character usually
can use only one of these values/abilities in
a round. A character using his Willpower in a
round cannot defend himself. And an attack
can only be made by a character who did
nothing else for the whole round.
In the third phase, the Quest phase, players
declare their characters for questing, that is
the implementation/carrying out of the adventure. You use the characters by turning
the respective cards by 90 degrees. This is a
feature common to all trading card games
and is called tapping. As this is a cooperative
game it is of course recommended that players coordinate their tapping.
Then you draw a Threat card from the Encounter Deck and placed into the so called
Staging area of the table. The staging are is a
central are in which enemies are placed that
have not yet entered into combat with players. Enemies and locations feature a Threat
Strength that is functioning like negative
Willpower Strength. That means that monsters and location remain threatening until
the group either arrives at the location to set
things to right or directly fights the monsters.
Many of those cards have a feature, that is
activated instantly when the card is turned
up – for instance, the Crebain can draw additional cards, or the the Orcs can directly
inflict damage on a hero engaged in a quest.
Furthermore, the Encounter Deck also fea-

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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This takes us to phase 6, Combat. First, the
enemies attack. Each enemy is dealt a facedown Shadow Card, these are cards from the
Encounter Deck with a special backside so
that you cannot “forget” to deal with a monster. The monsters attack one by one and
each player can choose if one of his heroes
engages the monster. This exhausts another
hero or ally but you can deduct the Defense
Strength value from the damage. Then the
Shadow card is revealed and – in case it has
an effect – added and the resulting Damage
tokens are placed on the Character card. If
nobody confronts the monster the Shadow
card is revealed, too, and usually the result
is much worse. The player must allocate the
damage to one of his three heroes without
deducting the armor. Only when all monsters
have attacked players can retaliate with yet

www.gamesjournal.at

untapped characters.
Monsters always con use their Threat Value
while being displayed in the staging are.
Also in combat, they can always attack and
defend. Characters of the players must make
a decision which of the three actions/values
they want to use.
The 7th and final phase at the end of the
round goes by the name of Refresh. All
tapped cards are untapped, that is turned
back to standard position and each player
must raise his Threat Tracker value by 1. Now
the game can continue with the next round
with resources, quests, travel and combat as
the main phases.
As the structure of the rounds is rather complex it is highly recommended to keep the
rule book open at those pages for the first
few games as not to forget anything vital.
Even more complexity results from the fact
that the cards very often feature interactions
with other cards, which offer lots of possibilities but also leave lots of room for discussions
and leeway on interpretations of possible
results.
But once the rules hurdles have been overcome you will find that you play a cooperative game that adheres excellently to the
topic and offers lots of depth. Ideally in each
round you are confronted with the decision which of your heroes to send out and
which resources to play onto the table. The
decks strong in combat abilities must assist
the weaker decks. As regards to complexity
the game is the most difficult of the current
cooperative, even if the difficulty level of the
quests in the Core Set is not too high after all.
One problem of the game that the game has
in my opinion is a bad gradation of the difficulty level when playing with varying numbers of players: For a solitaire player the first
quest is difficult and the other two are nearly
impossible to master. When two are playing
the difficulty levels for the quests seem to be
correct, easy, middle and hard for the three
of them. When more are playing, especially
with four players, it takes lots of bad luck to
turn the quests into a real challenge. Some
assistance is offered by some of the suggestions in the rulebook, you can count victory
points and optimize them, or string all three
quests together, but that does not change
the fact that the number of players massively
influences whether the game plays easy or
difficult.
What will be the future development of the
game nobody can guess yet. Due to additional cards for the player decks soon there
will be serious possibilities for deck construction, which will then make the scenarios
easier. Very probably this will result in more
difficult future quests.
I was already able to play the cards from the
first Chapter Pack. I was intrigued to see that

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

the designers have withstood the temptation to make the cards much stronger to
achieve an intense inducement for buying
the Chapter Pack. Actually, the additional
cards are interesting but definitely not
stronger than those featured in the Core Set.
Therefore you only need to buy the Chapter
Pack if you want to acquire the new Quest
“Hunt for Gollum”, the new Hero “Bilbo Beutlin” or simply more choice when constructing your deck.
Most trading cards are confronted with the
problem that it is hard to find an opponent
on one’s own level of play. If you do not play
League and own all rare, expensive and good
cards in sufficient numbers, you are only left
with the choice to construct two decks that
you deem to be equally strong and hope
to find another player. Due to the fact that
the LotR LCG is a cooperative game my opponent can believe for the first time my protestations that I did not hide weaknesses to
my advantage in his deck and I can play with
several people on any level of expansion.
That a game offers that many possibilities
and that huge amount of fun when playing is
– at least from my point of view – an all-time
first in a trading card game, therefore my
recommendation: Try it out without fail! 
Christian Grundner

INFORMATION
Designer: Nate French
Artist: Kevin Childress and Team
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games 11
www.hds-fantasy.de

PLAYERS:

1-4
AGE:

13+
TIME:

45+

EVALUATION
Living Card Game
With friends
Special: For 1 or 2 players
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Level of difficulty changes with the
number of players * can be played with
four using one Core Set * no varying
rarity for cards
Compares to:

Other LCGs like Call of Cthulu or A Game of
Thrones
Other editions:
Heidelberger, Galakta, Edge
Entertainment, Stratelibri

My rating:

tures Treachery Cards which inflicts effects
as soon as they are turned up.
In the Quest Resolution Stage following the
Staging stage in the Quest Phase you add up
the Willpower Strength values of the previously chosen heroes and allies and deduct
from this the Threat Strength values of the
various cards displayed in the staging area.
If this results in a positive value you place the
respective number of progress tokens onto
the active Quest Cards. If the result is negative, each player must raise his threat value
on the Threat Tracker accordingly.
How many and what characters to send on
a quest is a central tactical decision in this
game, very often players start to calculate to
find out the best possibility and heroes are
exchanged, because of course it is not yet
known what the Threat Strength value will
be at the end of the round.
In the Travel phase players decide whether
they want to expose themselves to the distraction of a location. Locations have threat
values, too, and if there are too many locations in the staging area it can become difficult to amass the necessary Willpower
Strength to advance the quest successfully.
However, all players together can only visit
one location per round and finally, the rules
demand that the next Progress tokens acquired must be first placed on the active
location cards which is meant to simulate a
detour.
The next phase is the Encounter phase comprising the stages Player Engagement and
Engagement Checks. First, in the encounter
phase, each player can volunteer to engage
one enemy in the stating area by relocating
him from the area to the player.
Then an Engagement Check is made for the
remaining enemies in the staging area to
determine whether any of them will engage
one of the heroes. The enemies will attach
when the Engagement Cost is equal or lower
to the Threat value of a player.
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u THE SECRET OF MONTE CRISTO

TREASURE HUNT AT CHÂTEAU D’IF

THE SECRET OF MONTE CRISTO
MODERN ACTION SLIDE IN OLD FORTRESS

Today somehow you need an English connection for something to be hip and modern
and to excite the „young generation“ and to
be at the front of the crowd. „Board game“
seems to be to old-fashioned to get someone to write home about – no, it needs to
be a cras board game, with lots of meeples
and – even crasser – with a cool Action Slide,
as seen in „The Secret of Monte Cristo” that
was recently published by eggertspiele. The
term of “ball path“ would be too reminiscent
of a children’s game.
The game by Arnaud Urbon and Charles
Chevallier surely is not a children-äs game,
despite the rules comprising only four pages including many illustration and being
quickly read and quickly learned. The story
of the treasure hunters who make their way
by boat from Marseille to the Château d‘ If
to find the legendary treasures of the Count
of Monte Cristo seems a bit constructed, but
implemented impressively and full of atmosphere by Michel Menzel’s graphics for board
and supply cards.
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Following the Marble
The core of the game are four actions which
are always carried out in the same order, the
order in which players can implement actions is governed by the above mentioned
„Action Slide“. In this slide each treasure hunter has four marbles of his color in four lanes
of the slide, six marbles if there are only two
playing, the starting position is determined
randomly. An action marker marks the lane
that is active and thus the action available
to the player whose marble is situated at the
bottom of the lane. He turns into the active
player. After he has carried out his action he
places his marble on top of another lane of
his choice – at no time may there be more
than 7 marbles all in all in a given lane and
never more than 3 marbles of the same color
- and the action marker is moved to the next
lane and thus the next action.
The four possible actions are:
SUPPLY
The active player draws a number of cards
equal to the number of players in the game,
chooses one of the cards and distributes the

others among his fellow players. The cards
have multiple functions: They depict different
numbers of treasure hunters. In accordance
with the card given to them you the number
of men shown on the card from general stock
and put them down before yourself on the
table. These men can be placed into Chateau
d’If. Furthermore, the cards show bags of different colors. These bags are needed later in
the game to transport the treasures you did
find, because according to the rules a green
emerald can only be carried away in a green
bag, rubies only in a red one, and so on.
ADVENTURERS:
If you want to find treasures you should start
with sending a few treasure hunters into the
castle. This happens with this action. Here,
too, the active player has an advantage, because all other players can only place one
Stefan Olschewski
Neat mechanisms provide intense gameplay after easy access to the game. The action slide idea seems a bit put-on,
all in all this is a nice family game with some tactics and
a good deal of luck with topical adventure feeling despite
rather dry mechanisms.

man in a dungeon of the Château or into
one of the bonus zones – we will get back
to those later – while the active player can
place three men!
TREASURE CHEST:
Okay, for a start some of your treasure hunters have managed to get into the Château,
so all that is needed are the
treasures. To ensure that
there is no lack of treasures
in each round three new,
randomly drawn treasure
tiles are placed into different
dungeons. As soon as there
are four tiles in any given
dungeon a scoring happens
instantly. Old hands in adventure gaming will immediately
realize that here they can directly influence when and especially where a scoring will
happen, provided they have
their own marble in place at
the bottom of this action lane
and can be active player. And
exactly for this purpuse – to
influence your position in the
lane – there is action number
four:
REARRANGE:
The active player – and he
alone – may either move one
of his marbles in any lane of
his choice down by one or
two positions and thus determine where and when he will
have a turn next time, or he
can raise the market value of

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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Interested in a small bonus?
Well, yes, the actions described above are
not too complicated, and yes, for a game
that has been published by eggertspiele
this seems to be a bit meager. How practical, that there is the bonus area at the top
of the board, who can be used as an alternative when placing men in the Château.
This bonus is activated immediately and
for instance gives you a joker bag that you
can use as a bag for any color of gem, three
additional treasure hunter that come to you
free without any supply card or – even more
directly – two victory points. The forth and
last bonus option is to reinforce your men
in the dungeons and basically is identical
with the action “Adventurers” on the slide. If
you place a man in this bonus spot you can
instantly place up to two men from your personal stock into the dungeons.
3 times 3 equals 9 – the scoring
Let’s get to the point that is of paramount
interest to real adventurers: How do I gain
access to the treasures?! This too, is happening – totally in contrast to the general
opinion on the behavior of greedy treasure
hunters – in a very orderly and organized
way: As soon as four treasure tiles are present in any dungeon, which usually happens
first after approx. 15 minutes into the game
we begin to collect gems. And this not only
in the dungeon with the four treasure tile,
but in turn in all six dungeons, even if they
do not yet contain four treasure tiles. If you
have most men in a dungeon you fill your
bag first (in case of a tie the one who was
there first goes first). But who is an honorable treasure hunter sticks to the well-known
code of honor: Only one gem per bag and
only into a bag of the same color as the gem.
Expressed in terms of game mechanics a
player must discard a supply card showing
a bag of the corresponding color for each
tile of value 1 he wants to remove from the
dungeon. Should the tile be marked with a
value of 2 or 3 you need the corresponding
number of bags in the color of the tile. When
then there are any tiles left it is the turn of
the player with the second-most number
of treasure hunters in this dungeon, and
so on. When all players have plundered the
dungeons more or less successfully, victory
points are finally awarded, because how
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else could Michael Menzel have decorated
the board with a jazzy Kramer bar at the bottom end.
This is the point where you can really skim off
a lot, because the value of each tile that you
collect is multiplied by the current market
value of the gem variety. Should, for instance,
a sapphire currently be worth 3 points and I
own a sapphire tile of value 3 I score 9 points.
The successful treasure hunters are put back
into the general stock and play goes on, usually for about 60 minutes all in all until the
winner is determined, it will be the player
who first reaches or tops 40 victory points!
Cards are on the table
They are – and in the truest sense of the
phrase! Each of the up to four players knows
at any time who has how many men in his
personal stock, who has how many bags of
what color and – thanks to the action slide –
even who will when have a turn with which
action next. The strategic possibilities seem
endless and fans of optimizing look forward
to a long night with a game for which the
extensive deliberations to garner the optimum of victory points from a turn can only
be limited by the use of a sand timer. But as
is the case so often the real flow of the game
is completely different from those expectations.
Of course all components are visible and of
course I can make an educated guess what
the others might want to do. But when the
action “Rearrange” comes into play, then
strategy is mutating into tactics to ensure
a minimum of success in reaction to the
changes in market value or order of play
that my predecessor has just engineered. At
this point the otherwise rather worthy and
well-behaved even develops a small ability
to annoy.
Unfortunately, in the end, not much can be
planned. Too random is the distribution of
bags and men on the supply cards so that
the joker bag can only be a last stand solution and that at the cost of one man less in
the Château. Too random are the colors and
values of the tiles that are drawn out of the
bag and distributed by the active player in
the dungeons. In the end one rather reacts
to the actions of the other players and the
events in the game themselves than instigate
those events oneself.
Experienced players will notice after a few
games that chance plays a much bigger
part than suspected at first and start to play
– if they play – purely based on instincts.
And this seems to be what “The Secret of
Monte Cristo” is aiming at. Once again it is
the games-playing family that needs to be
enticed to the play, which should succeed
thanks to the attractive components with
wooden figures, glittering markers to mark
the market value and the very stylish board
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that has been given an intense design nicely
reflecting the flair of the game.
Really new?
Is there really nothing more to criticize?
Nothing but maybe that the – according to
the publisher’s text – novel and not-seenbefore Action Slide is not as new as that.
One could surely and more easily placed four
tracks next to each other in the manner of
“Caylus” and relocate the markers manually.
The effect would have been the same.
Funnily enough exactly that has been done
for the market in “The Secret of Monte Cristo”.
If I move one of my marbles in the lane of
the slide downwards or move a gem up on a
track is six of one and half a dozen of another,
but with the difference that the Action Slide
looks a lot cooler. All the same: To use two
different mechanisms within the same game
to achieve the same result within the same
game seems not really thought-through.
Which takes us round full circle! The Action
Slide sounds cool, looks cool, works well and
you cannot resent that the publisher tries to
entice young players away from Playstation
& Co. to the games table with “coolness” as
an eye-catcher. “The Secret of Monte Cristo”
should succeed in this undertaking, because
one also plays with one’s eyes. 
Stefan Olschewski

INFORMATION
Designer: A. Urbon, C. Chevallier
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Eggertspiele 2011
www.eggertspiele.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Strategic acquisition game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr fi
In-game text: no
Comments:

Very beautiful design * good, short
rules * rather high chance element *
more tactical than strategical
Compares to:

Other worker placement games with
options for actions and majority scoring
Other editions:
Z-Man Games, Filosofia Editions,
Asmodee, Lautapelit

My rating:

a gem variety by moving the corresponding
marker up on the track by one or two positions. The numbers shown next to the gems
show how valuable the respective variety is
a the moments. This not only allows you in
an excellent way to influence the order of
play but also to influence the victory points
your treasure hunter will accrue per gem he
can carry away when a scoring happens in
the castle.
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u LETTERS FROM WHITECHAPEL

METROPOLITAN MURDER MYSTERY

LETTERS FROM WHITECHAPEL
CHASING JACK THE RIPPER

The district of Whitechapel, beyond the
mediaeval city walls and North of the river
Thames, belongs to London’s East End.
From about the middle of the 19th century
onwards more and more immigrants settled
here who hoped to find a better life in the
capital of Great Britain, then a world power.
Mostly Irish people, but to an increasing
extent people from continental Europe, especially from the Eastern part, and among
those a great number of Jews who had come
from the Polish regions of tsarist Russia, as
well as Englishmen sliding down the social
ladder got stranded in this borough, ridden with misery, poverty, alcoholism and,
as is often the case, accompanied by crime.
Whoever happened to live here was unlikely
to escape these circumstances. Those that
could find any employment at all, even for a
short time, were deemed lucky. Around 1880
a lot of working class people had to spend
their lives as day-labourers. Even compared
to imperial Vienna at the same time, where
the miserable situation of labour immigration from Galicia (Eastern Europe) and Bohemia was bad as well, which contributed to
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the founding of the Social Democrat Labour
Party under a poor people’s physician, Dr.
Viktor Adler, the East End looked desperate. The Irish writer George Bernard Shaw,
who was in his early thirties and worked as a
journalist and literary critic at the time, wrote
sarcastically in a letter to the editor of „The
Star“ newspaper on September 24th 1888,
“Sir, Will you allow me to make a comment
on the success of the Whitechapel murderer
in calling attention for a moment to the social
question?“
Shaw referred to a series of extraordinarily
brutal murders of pauperised women, most
of them having had to rely on occasional
prostitution to be able to survive – and pay
for alcohol. Until February 1891 eleven victims were accounted for. All of these killings
remained unsolved mysteries, moreover,
different branches of police (Metropolitan
Police, City Police, Scotland Yard) would not
even agree whether these crimes had to be
attributed to a single culprit or to more than
one. The police files on the Whitechapel Murders were closed nonetheless in 1896. The
idea that at least five of those eleven victims

were to be blamed on a single serial killer
prevailed, though. His nickname “Jack the
Ripper” derives from a letter, the authenticity
of which was doubted even in 1888 (the so
called “Dear Boss”-letter of September 27th
of the same year).
This fiend did not only make appearances
in books non-fiction and fictitious alike (uncountable detective novels, and for example
in Frank Wedekind’s play “Pandora’s Box”),
music theatre (Alban Berg’s opera “Lulu”,
based on Wedekind’s play), radio shows,
film and television, but also, especially since
1988, one hundred years after those terrible
events, in the world of game play. One remembers “Jack the Ripper” (Tom Loback and
others, 1983), “Mystery Rummy: Jack the
Ripper” (Mike Fitzgerald, 1998) or “Mr. Jack”
(Bruno Cathala & Ludovic Maublanc, 2006).
Gabriele Mari transferred the Game of the
Year of 1983, “Scotland Yard” (released in the
same year through Ravensburger Publishers
without naming the authors), in 2009 as “Mister X – A Chase Through Europe” from the City
of London to continental Europe. The players
Martina und Martin, Markus
Beautiful game components design and well researched
real life crime facts cannot distract from the main point
of criticism – a big advantage for the police players that
leaves no one really happy in the end.

still try to hunt down a mysterious criminal
who moves almost invisibly, only dropping

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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numbered space to detect his heading and
eventually the hideout. The Ripper must answer truthfully. In addition to his regular one
space moves, he may use a coach up to three
times each night (moves him two spaces in
a row, and this is the only way for the Ripper
to get past a space where a policeman pawn
is standing) or use two of his special movements (sneaking through buildings, thereby
moving not necessarily along the black lines
of the city map). Variants allow the Ripper to
fool the police by playing false clues. Using
these variants, he may block spaces and play
up to three cards (one each night, starting
with the second night) to move policemen
pawns at his discretion; these cards are fashioned after actual notes received by press
and police at the time, allegedly written by
the killer, and that is where the game’s title
comes from: “Lettere da Whitechapel” / “Letters from Whitechapel”.
Despite these options, the Ripper hardly
stands a chance. During every test game,
he was caught, usually even before the third
night round started. The misproportion of
five policemen against a single Jack the Ripper was too great, especially when considering that the police can easily encircle the
Ripper, since without his coach he must not
pass by spaces containing policemen, and
he loses the game as well unless he reaches
his hideout by the end of the night. What is
morally justified in real life, and even may
have saved lives in London at the end of the
nineteenth century, turned out to be annoying in gaming terms.
Whereas the components of the game are
exquisitely produced and the precisely written rules booklet even contains a summary
of the historic events relating to those gruesome murders, “Letters from Whitechapel” is
very disadvantageous to the Ripper player.
Not even the beautiful game design is able
to distract from this point. In addition, the
game’s topic is really rather gross. When play-
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ing “Scotland Yard”, one could imagine the
fugitive being a jewel robber or even a spy
looking for secret weapons. In “Letters from
Whitechapel” one is constantly reminded of
hideous real life crimes. Presumably for this
reason the German language edition is recommended for players “16 years and older”
(English edition: 13+). 
Martina & Martin Lhotzky
Marcus Steinwender

INFORMATION
Designer: G. Mari, G. Santopietro
Artist: Gianluca Santopietro
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2011
www.hds-fantasy.de

PLAYERS:

2-6
AGE:

16+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Deduction game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: nein
Comments:

Extensive rules * usually ends rather
suddenly * not well balanced
Compares to:

Scotland Yard, Fury of Dracula
Other editions:
Lettera di Whitechapel, Nexus, Die Akte
Whitechapel, Heidelberger

My rating:

some clues to his whereabouts (used tube
tickets, for example) time and again. Nowadays you can even find this secretive bloke
on Vienna’s public transport system (in 2011,
the search for Mr. X took place on June 21st).
Moreover, Mari took the basic mechanisms of
“Scotland Yard” and applied them to “Letters
from Whitechapel”, garnished with ingredients of the Whitechapel Murders. Up to five
players take the roles of policemen on the
beat during London’s Autumn of Terror of
1888 to follow the traces of the serial killer.
Their task is to find the Ripper’s hideout, or
better still to catch him on the run and thus
prevent further murders. There are always
five policemen on the streets hunting the
killer, no matter what the number of actual
players is. They have four chapters – called
“Nights” – of the game’s storyline to get hold
of the Ripper. On the game board that depicts the district of Whitechapel with all its
crooked and hidden streets, paths and alleyways in the style of a yellowed city map,
the Ripper secretly chooses one of the 199
numbered circular spaces to be his abode.
He has to get there every night after killing
a victim and he has no more than nineteen
movement turns for this. First of all, though,
he may select his prey within five turns. After
he chose one of the white wooden pawns,
representing distressed damsels, and thus
determining the location of the crime as
starting point for the chase, the policemen pawns may move. The Ripper moves
(invisibly) from numbered space to any
neighbouring numbered space, whereas
the police move onto black square spaces.
Circular and square spaces are found next to
each other along black lines. The Ripper jots
down the numbers of the spaces he moves
on or over, beginning with the numbered
space where the murder took place. After
their movement turn (one or two squares),
the policemen may ask the Ripper, whether
he had moved on or over any neighbouring
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u YGGDRASIL

COOPERATE TO AVOID RAGNARÖK

YGGDRASIL

VIKINGS AND ELVES AGAINST FENRIR AND BIFRÖST

Odin, Thor, Loki, Asgard, Midgard – all terms
from Northern Mythology, known to nearly
everyone, but Yggdrasil and other terms like
Fenrir, Jörmungand and Bifröst, what is that
supposed to be? Those among us who did
watch Thor at the cinema or those who did
read the Thor Comics from Marvels will be
able to supply some answers to those questions. If you venture to play Yggdrasil you can
close some more of those knowledge gaps.
Yggdrasil is an Ash, the World Tree representing the cosmos in total. In the game Yggrasil
- which is a cooperative game for 2-6 players – you fight in Ragnarök. Ragnarök is the
epic final conflict between Giants and Gods,
which ends the world and is the end of the
gods; and you fight 6 enemies that move
from left to right towards Odin’s lair and
must hold them back for the duration of 42
rounds. If you manage that, all players have
won together. Let me tell you that that is very
difficult with a higher number of players.
The very beautiful board, which of course
represents the Ash and 9 worlds, shows a
track of 8 spaces where you place 6 enemy
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tiles from at the left. Vikings, elves, face-down
Giants deck, artifacts = weapons cards and
Fire Giants are placed on their respective
spaces. 4 bags in 4 colors, white, blue, green
and black, are filled according to the rules
with different mixtures of Fire Giants (equaling blanks later in the game) and Vikings
(important for fighting).
Naturally, the white bag which is easily reached at the start of the game by the
Valkyrie riders, which are one of the action
options, is filled in a ratio bad for the players,
whereas the bag that is hardest to reach is
filled with nearly Vikings only. The other bags
have a nearly balanced ratio. Each player
draws a random god or – should you prefer
this – you can choose a god. I recommend
the powerful gods Thor, Frey and Tyr for the
first game. The goddess Freya is not a bad
choice either.
The move of each player comprises the drawing of an enemy card from the stack and then
moving the related enemy one space to the
right. Should that – when any player has
completed his turn – result in the presence

of five enemies on the spaces 4 to 7 or three
enemies on the spaces 6-7 or one enemy on
space 8, all players have at that moment lost
the game. And that happens faster than you
would believe possible, especially when 4 or
more are playing.
When an enemy has advanced one space
his personal ability/function is implemented.
And these are – depending on the enemy – a
big or small disadvantage for the gods (players). So if the enemy is Surt, he enhances a
bag with Fire Giants by rolling the color die/
combat die and throwing 1 to 3 Fire Giants,
in relation to the current position of Surt,
into the bag. Hel more or less has the contrary effect: he removes 1 to 3 Vikings from
the bag. Nidhögg the Snake advances the
enemy in the leftmost position one space,
but fortunately his ability is not activated.
Loki throws 1 to 3 randomly draws Giants
at us – whereby 3 can amount to a veritable
disaster– which are placed next to the Frost
Gert Stöckl
An entrancing cooperative game in the tradition of Battlestar Galactica, without traitor, but with enough strong
opponents to feel the heat!

Fortress. Those giants block certain worlds,
strengthen enemies or block the special abilities of gods. So Loki does not cur much favor
with the gods. If the enemy is Jörmungard,
he recalls the Valkyrie riders in Midgard back
to the starting island and thus nearer to the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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After the advancing of the enemy and the
action of the enemy is is finally the active
player’s turn, who must do something, after
all. He basically has three actions, but each
action must be implemented on another of
the 9 worlds. I will get you acquainted with
some of those worlds:
At the start of the game it is a good idea to
change the ratio Vikings to Fire Giants in
the bags a little bit to the advantage of the
players. For this, on the World „Kingdom of
Fire“ you draw 5 tiles from a a bag of your
choice and remove all Fire Giants, the Vikings
are put back into the bag. On the “World of
the Dead” – another choice of action – you
put 5 vikings (insofar as some them are available) in a bag of your choice. And as easy as
that we hopefully have improved the ratio
of one of the bags a lot. Because we want to
equip a few of our vikings from these bags
using the action in “Midgard” to outfit them
for the unavoidable fights on Asgard or the
Ice Fortress. Because without vikings the
fights aren’t much to made of. We move the
valkyries one step (the islands have the same
colors as the bags) and take 3 tiles from the
bag of the island color. The vikings are given
to the player, any fire giants unfortunately go
back into the bag.
With an action at the „Dwarven Forge“ you
can pick up a weapon of strength 1 or improve a weapon you already have by one
level. This is possible up to a strength of 3.
The weapons thereby returned are available
for other players. There is a different kind of
weapon for each of the enemies and those
weapons are indispensable for Asgard, too.
Without weapons you would have to sacrifice too many vikings to be successful.
In the „World of the Elves“ you can take an
elf. These are even better fighters then the
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vikings, but unfortunately rather rare. There
are only elves equal to the number of players
+1 available for all players.
Finally, let’s take a look at the action „Fight“
against an enemy in „Asgard“, this after all is
the main purpose of the game, everything
else is just preparation for this. At last, we
want to attack an enemy with Thors Hammer „Mjöllnir“ (or any other weapon)! To attack the active player take a number of his
vikings that he – as is to be hoped – has acquired before in Midgard, adds the strength
of the weapon he wants to use against the
enenny of his choice and rolls a six-sided die.
The result of this roll can be between 0 and
3 (0 and 1 are on the die twice, 2 and 3 only
once) and you add it to strength and vikings.
If the result now surpasses the strength of
the enemy (between 5 and 8 depending on
the enemy position) you have pushed back
the enemy one space. Should the result not
be high enough you can call for help from
your elves. And if that is still not enough,
surprisingly nothing happens. But that is
the worst that could happen, because in fact
we wanted to really impress an enemy with
our strength and push him back one space.
However the confrontation might end, the
vikings are lost in any case; the elves only if
you did use them.
Another possibility for an action is to fight
the very annoying Ice Giants, introduced by
Loki, in the Ice Fortress, where each giant always has a strength of 3. Unfortunately there
is no special weapon for use against the ice
giants. You can only use vikings, the die and
elves against them.
I will pass to comment on the other two
possible actions, “World of Darkness” and
“Sacred Land”, “World of the Vana”, as they
are not of such paramount importance as the
actions I described.
After a player has exhausted his possible
three action, the next one takes three actions
and again an enemy is drawn from the stack,
etc. Each of the 6 enemies is there sevenfold,
as there are 42 enemy cards.
And the verdict is:
As all other cooperative games Yggdrasil
too thrives on discussions and suggestions
made by the players on what to do and how
to act best in any given situation. And yet the
active player takes the final decision regardless if the others believe it to be good or bad.
Oh, one more thing! There is no traitor in this
game, at least according to the rules ;-). As it
is always necessary to adapt the level of difficulty in an cooperative game it is an excellent feature that there are “enraged” enemies
in this game, which can move two spaces.
In an acute fit of megalomania we tried to
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confront six of those„double move“ enemies.
What can I say: The enemies in an excellent
action moved 5 enemies out of „Nidhögg“
across the first border and 3 enemies across
the second border and all was lost. The only
thing that could have helped was the special ability of Goddess Freya, she can take the
same action twice at a location, that is fight
twice in Asgard if necessary. Unfortunately
this goddess was not in play. Incidentally,
each god has a special ability. Thor contributes +1 to the result in each fight, Frey has
4 actions, Tyr can roll twice and choose the
better result.
For the die-hards among the cooperative fraternity there are the „Ragnarök“ cards; these
are shuffled into the stack and advance more
than one enemy one space.
To fans of cooperative games which have no
shortage on chance by dice roll (like Ghost
Stories, Witch of Salem, Arkham Horror or
Space Hulk Death Angel) I can recommend
Yggdrasil without restriction or reservation.
At http://boardgamegeek.com/boardgameexpansion/94614/yggdrasil-frigg-promo you
can download another God named „Frigg“,
he would allow you – at least in theory – to
play Yggdrasil with 7 players. 
Gert.Stoeckl

INFORMATION
Designer: C. Lefebvre, F. Rabellino
Artist: Pierô, Gwendal Le Roux
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Ludonaute 2011
www.ludonaute.fr

PLAYERS:

1-6
AGE:

13+
TIME:

45+

EVALUATION
Cooperative game
With friends
Special: 1 player
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:

Joint edition from Ludonate and Z-Man
Games * very attractive graphics and
components * Nordic mythology beautifully integrated and explained
Compares to:

Battlestar Galactica, Ghost Stories and other
cooperative games
Other editions:
Currently none other

My rating:

bags of bad colors and also blocks an island
determined by a die roll and thus blocks the
corresponding bag.
Wolf Fenrir has an especially nasty action.
First, he blocks all further possibilities of action for the player and must be calmed down.
For this – depending on the current location
of Fenrir – one die result from several possibilities (depending on the location) must be
rolled. If Fenrir already is rather advanced to
the right, you must roll white, which is shown
on two sides of the die. Each attempt takes
up one of the player’s actions. So this leaves
him maybe one or two actions for his move, if
worst comes to the worst, he has none action
left. Then the next player would have to try to
calm Fenric down. Of course, the next player
also draws an enemy car. If this is again Fenrir,
he is only moved ahead, but not activated –
one furious wolf Fenrir is enough, after all.
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QUICKLY COMPLETED LANDSCAPES

MONDO

ANIMALS, VOLCANOES, LAKES

Games evening, Barbara walks in, general
hello and pecking of cheeks. Dagmar, already
playing a game: „I brought a game that has
just arrived, I believe you will like it. It’s called
Mondo.”
Barbara: „Really? In that case I’ll have to try it
immediately. Who else wants to play?”
Christoph agrees and goes off to fetch the
game. The box holds 4 boards and lots of
tiles.
Bernhard arrives. Another round of hello and
greetings.
Barbara: „We are trying something new?
Want to play?“
Bernhard: „For sure!“
Barbara picks up the rules: „Well, each player
receives a board, water side up. As we are
three players, we take numbers 2, 3 and 4
of the round bonus chips and stack them
in ascending order, so that 4 is on top. The
volcano marker and the timer are placed to
be at hand and finally each player receives a
scoring sheet.”
Bernhard:„Should we turn the tiles over?“ He
does so with four of the tiles. “Hey, they have
all different back sides!”
Barbara turns back to page 1 of the rules
and tells him: „It seems that the landscape
tiles have 2 different sides, one monochromatic one in 4 different colors (water, desert,
steppe and forest) and one showing several
landscape types, some of them even showing animals and / or volcanoes. The tiles are
loosely heaped in the middle of the table, the
must within easy reach for all players.“
Bernhard changes his seat to have better access to the tiles.
Barbara: „One of us must set the timer to 7
minutes while the others shuffle the tiles and
on a command we all start to play. All search
simultaneously for tiles. Each player places
the 1st tile on any space of his board. Each
additional tile must be placed to border one
or more tiles previously placed. It is possible
to place tiles where borders do not correspond to borders of adjacent tiles.“
Christoph: „Ok.“
Barbara:„Each player may only use one hand
to search. Oh well! Here is says that you may
move the tiles on the table but rummage
among them? Please, where is the borderline
between moving and rummaging?”
Bernhard, dryly: „Well that will be the excuse
for a lot of discussions in some rounds.“
General laughter.
Barbara: „Turning tiles over is allowed, but
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you must not pick up more than one tile at
the same time. You can put the tile back or
place it on your board. Placement is final, that
is, any tile placed on your board cannot be
discarded, turned or moved anymore, and of
course you can only place a tile on an empty
square and not on top of another tile.”
Christoph: „Ok.“
Barbara: „You can end your current turn anytime while the timer is still running, even if
there are still empty squares on your board.
If you stop, you take the top bonus chip and
sit idle for the rest of the turn.”
Bernhard: „Understood!“
Barbara: „The turn ends, when all players
have stopped or the timer runs out. When
the timer runs out you display the bonus chip
you might hold. Should you still be searching
you put a tile that you might hold back. For
scoring your board you work your way down
the scoring sheet. Each animal scores 1 point.
Each finished and correct landscape – with
the exception of water – scores 2 points, regardless of its size. A bonus chip scores its
value in points. Special scorings and additional tasks are not used in the basic game.
The player with most active volcanoes on
his board scores -1 point for each volcano.
Should there be a tie in active volcanoes all
score minus points.“
Bernhard:„The other player don’t score minus
for volcanoes?“
Barbara: „No.“
Bernhard: „That’s a nasty rule!“
Barbara:„A bit, yes. Well, in any case, all empty
squares and all connecting mistakes score
you -1 each, too.“
Christoph: „All understood.“
Barbara:„Now it get’s even nastier: The player
who scored most points in this turn receives
the volcano chip. In the next turn for him the
inactive volcanoes score negative, too. After
three turns the player with the highest total
score wins.”
Bernhard: „Ok, let’s try it!“
Barbara sets the timer for 7 minutes while the
others shuffle the tiles.
On a signal a hectic search for useful tiles
begins, accompanied ever so often by comments like „hey, you can only use one hand“
or „if you cannot place the tile you must put
it back!“
Barbara is desperately searching for a special
tile with 3 different sides and turns over all
monochromatic tiles, murmuring „this must
exist! Again, the wrong way round! Come on,
where are you!“ A quick glance at the timer.

Enough time left. The frantic search continues. She finds another tile she likes and
places it at the border of the board.
Christoph:„You cannot do this, it’s not bordering another tile!“
Barbara: „Damn!“ She takes the tile off and
goes on searching. At last, she finds a fitting
tile and then quickly finishes the rest of the
board. Meanwhile all tiles have been turned
over, but Christoph – searching for a monochromatic desert tile – turns a lot of them
back over again. Barbara gives up on trying
to find a tile with 3 water sides and 1 desert
side, takes one that finalizes the desert and
takes the bonus chip #4.
Christoph, who is ranting under his breath,
finally finds his desert tile, places it on his last
empty square and takes the chip #3.
The timer sounds and it is Bernhard’s turn to
rant, as his board is not yet complete.
Barbara meanwhile has found only one
pencil, so this is handed around for scoring.
After a short discussion what is deemed to
Barbara Prossinagg
Mondo offers an attractive game for the whole family, is
easily learned and remains permanently interesting due to
the many variants.

be finalized and correct, which can be resolved with the help of an example in the
rules, the outcome is quickly determined.
Bernhard has placed many animals and few
volcanoes and scores 22 points despite two
missing tiles. Christoph has no mistakes and
no volcanoes but his landscapes are too big
scoring him only 20 points. Barbara must
deduct 6 points for her volcanoes and 1 for
the connection mistake, but scores 25 points
all the same, because she has laid out many
small closed landscapes.
Christoph hands Barbara the volcano chip.
“Have fun!“
Barbara:„Why am I so stupid to score so many
points?”
Again the others shuffle the tiles while Barbara sets the timer and the frantic search for
tiles starts again. This time all try to optimize
their board, nobody is taking note of the time
and nobody has finished when the timer
runs out. Christoph proves to be very creative
in inventing new swearwords for timers that
run too fast, which sends Barbara and Bernhard into fits of laughter, infecting Christoph,
too. Still laughing they start the scoring and
then start the 3rd turn.
After the final scoring Barbara wins with a
narrow margin from Bernhard and Christoph.
Dagmar stops by: „How do like it?“
Barbara und Bernhard in unison: „Very well!“
Dagmar: „We want to play Rails. Join us?“
Christoph instantly agrees, while Barbara
looks at Bernhard and says, „I would like to
try both the advanced version and the expert

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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MONDO t

version of Mondo.”
Bernhard: „Me, too!“
Dagmar smiles and says: „I told you that you
might like this!
Barbara, smiling: „You know me too well!“
She picks up the rule sheet again. “Shuffle
the 5 grey tiles and turn up the top one. This
sets a special scoring. The player who best
complies to the conditions of this special
scoring scores 4 points, the worst must deduct 4 points. Furthermore, we only have 6
minutes time.
Bernhard, dryly: „All is lacking now is an explanation of the grey tiles!”
Barbara, smiling: „Well there are: Most finished landscape, most inland lakes, most
water animals, the largest inland lake and
the largest forest. Largest means the highest
number of tiles, not the biggest area.
Bernhard turns up a tile and says „Let me
guess: The most lakes!“
Barbara laughs „Exactly. A lake is of course
correct and finished and completely sur-
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rounded by land.”
Bernhard: „Ok, let’s start.“
Another frantic search begins. Both are easily
done before the timer runs out.
Barbara:„6 minutes are still rather long, when
you know the game.“
Bernhard: „I would never have believed that
I could win that scoring with only two lakes.
Barbara: „Well, in case of 2 players in reality
this means 8 points for you, that hurts a bit.”
She laughs. “But that gives you the volcano
chip now!”
Bernhard, who pays a lot more attention to
volcanoes than Barbara: „Never mind, you
have more them all the same!“
Barbara, smiling: „Probably!“
Das 2nd special tile, which demands the
most landscapes, is greeted enthusiastically
by Barbara, who likes to build many small
landscapes, and she wins this special scoring easily, which puts her in the lead rather
distinctly.
Barbara: „Somehow this seems to be not re-

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
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ally well thought-out. For many landscapes
you score lots of points anyway. Why are you
rewarded again for them? The other special
tiles earn you points for something that you
basically do not need for a high score!“
For the 3rd scoring most water animals are
turned up and both end up with the same
number.
Bernhard: „What happens now?“
Barbara: „If there are several players equally
good or bad, all score or lose the points.
When all players score the same, nobody is
awarded extra points.
Bei mehreren, die gleich gut oder schlecht
sind, bekommen alle immer die Punkte.
Bernhard:„Then you have won again? What’s
new in the expert game?“
Barbara: „The white tiles are called additional tasks. Shuffle them and draw double the
number of players. Now you may, after you
have placed a minimum of 3 tiles on your
board, take up to 2 additional tasks. If you
completed these tasks at the end of the turn
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you score the additional points as stated. If
you did not complete the tasks you took you
score negative points accordingly. Furthermore, the time is limited to 5 minutes now.
Bernhard: „Ok.“
Barbara: „You can score 3 points for ending
your turn first (taking the #4 chip) or for
finishing on time (completely filled board
within the time frame, mistakes are allowed). 5 points are scored for finishing on
time without mistakes. There are three ways
to score 7 points: all different animals at least
once in the same and correctly completed
landscape, one per landscape. 6 tiles offer 9
points for: 3 animals of a kind in the same
finished and correct landscape.”
Bernhard: „How many animals are there of
each kind?“
Barbara searches the rules: „4 x!“
Bernhard:„And we need three of them! Have
fun!“
Barbara: „That needs to be well considered if
you pick up that tile!
Bernhard: „How true!“
They turn up 3 elephants, all 4 steppe animals, finished without mistakes, finished first
and the most lakes for the special scoring.
Barbara: „All 4 elephants?“
Bernhard: „Hurra!“
The search starts once again.
Barbara, who did not manage to get the 3
elephants and therefore must take the two
small tiles, grumbles: “ you must take a lot
more notice what the others are doing than
before!”
Bernhard, who took the elephant from under
Barbara’s nose despite not really needing it
for his steppe, laughs. “All the same, you have
2 tiles and 8 points, and I do only have 7.”
Barbara: „But I could have had14!“ Sie smiles:
„Could have – would have, well it was fun
anyway!”
Bernhard: „None of us has lakes.“
Barbara: „Somehow it was not feasible to
consider this, too. But I’m glad that you did
not manage lakes as well!“
Bernhard: “It‘s really somewhat stressful to try
to take care of everything”
Barbara: „5 minutes are rather short for all if
this, too!“
Bernhard: „Come on, next turn!“
Barbara lachend: „Don’t rush me!“
They go on playing. The 3rd turn is running
rather well!
Barbara leafs through the rules again: “There
are variants listed here. We can use the back
side of the board.”
Bernhard turns over his board. „Ah, all four
landscapes are now depicted at the border. “
Barbara:„Landscapes including the border of
the board are considered finished. Water, of
course, is still not a lake!
Bernhard: „What else are they suggesting?“
Barbara:„To hide the timer so that you cannot
check the time.”
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Bernhard: „Most of the time you do not have
time to check. And the numbers are tiny,
anyway ….“
Barbara: „You could shorten the time to 4
minutes.”
They test all of those versions.
Barbara:„4 minutes are relly short, when you
play with all expansions.”
Bernhard: „The back side only changes the
game if you only make up squares.
Barbara: „I need to pay even more attention
to avoid placing a tile at the border that is not
connected to others.“
Bernhard:„Are you doing this? I really did not
have time to check if you play according to
the rules.
Barbara:„I think I did play correctly. But I have
a tendency to do this. I must check myself
constantly.”
Bernhard: „What do you think of scoring the
volcanoes with -1 only regardless of who has
how many of them?“
Barbara: „With pleasure!“
So they play another game.
And another one.
And they played happily ever after.
Mondo is a very nice game that seems to
have been created especially for me. Unfortunately, there is a major drawback. If
someone familiar with the game playes with
newcomers, they don’t stand a chance. The
rules suggest a handicap: The experienced
player scores -1 for each active volcano. You
can even enhance the handicap by scoring
-1 for inactive volcanoes, too. But when the
other players score in the range of 20 and I
have 45, then I do not really mind a loss of 11
points for the volcanoes. But of course you
can consider other additional handicaps,
for instance shorting the time for the experienced player or maybe have him draw one
additional task which he must complete or
give him …..
I have played with newcomers who did not
mind that they did not win, but simply enjoyed the nice mechanisms and were happy
about the points they scored or happy about
having scored higher in the 2nd turn or 3rd
game they played than in previous ones. The
learning curve is rather steep, too – one finds
out rather soon what yields a high score, if
you give the game a chance.
What I do like very much about the game is
that the basic game alone is working already
very well and not boring at all. Therefore you
need not switch quickly to a more demanding level. And if you have familiarized yourself
with it, you can vary it all the time and keep
varying it. I did find a nice version on the
internet: You do not turn up the additional
tasks and pick them up in the course of the
game but are dealt them face down, or to

make them even harder to complete, faceup.
When partners of equal strength are playing
I like the game better if you simple deduct 1
point per volcano and not to have to pay attention to have fewer than your opponents.
The game plays vastly different when played
with two or four, but it works well in all versions.
There is even a solo version, where you do
not try to score high but try to avoid loss
of points: You place 4 tiles without volcanoes with the multicolored side up on the
4 marked squares of the board and try to fill
the board correctly within the time frame.
Each active volcano results in loss of one
point, and of course each connection mistake and each missing tile.
Finally I would like to give high praise to the
rules. They are short, precise and leave no
question unanswered. One thing I would
have liked to see is a list of tile carve-up; it
is helpful to know that there are no quarter
tiles with water or that there is only 1 tile of
each possible one with three identical sides
and 1 different side. 
Barbara Prossinagg
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Designer: Michael Schacht
Artist: Freudenreich, Schneider
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2011
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TIME:

20+

EVALUATION
Searching and placement game
For families
Special: 1 player
Version: de
Rules: de dk en fi fr no nl
In-game text: no
Comments:

Good rules * advantages for experienced players * quick learning effect *
many game variants
Compares to:

All placement games demanding closed areas
Other editions:
Filosofia/Z-Man Games, Lautapelit,
White Goblin

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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CHRISTOPH VAVRU‘S BED TIME STORIES t

FOR OUR INFANTS

GAMES TURNED INTO THRILLING STORIES TO READ

THE PRINCESS‘S BALL
A night to remember!
The day had begun like any other day during
the last ten days. All morning Markus and Josephine have been playing in the garden and
enjoying the beautiful weather. But when their
mother called them in for lunch both immediately noticed that something was afoot, and
both ran into the house, being very curious.
“What’s the matter, Mama?”, Josephine calls
upon entering. But their mother only smiles
and tells them. “When you sit down for lunch, I
have a surprise for you. But go and wash your
hands first!”
This is answered by a moan of “Oh Mama“
from both children and they spring up and
rush to the bathroom.
A few moments later they sit down at the table, now with clean hands. Before their mother
serves lunch, she hands an envelope to her
son: “This has arrived for you this morning”.
Markus has barely torn open the letter when
his sister is screaming „What does it say, what
does it say?” at him! But Markus does choose
not to be hurried. Deliberately slowly he pulls
out the gold-edged cards and reads it. Then he
hands it to his sister without a word.
She calms down immediately: „You know that
I cannot read yet!“
“We have been invited: The six princesses are
pleased to invite you both tonight to Palace
Bellami for a Ball to honor Prince Golden Curl.
Dress code: Formal“
“Mama, may we attend? Where is my beautiful
formal dress? Did we pack it?
“Eat your lunch first, and then we can check
your cupboard for something to wear tonight!“
The afternoon stretches endlessly! But at last
evening falls and the siblings get their next
surprise: Their parents are festively attired, too!
But before Markus and Josephine can comment on this hoof beats can be heard outside
and their father smiles at them: “The coach has
arrived. Get out quickly before it departs without you!”
A real coach! Josephine is enchanted and runs
out of the house.
Quickly the coach reaches the palace and the
family is accompanied to the ballroom by a
servant in livery. Princess Isabel and her five
sisters are already waiting for them excitedly.
But at first Markus and Josephine need to attend the reception by King Stanislaus and
Queen Serafina.
“It’s like being in a movie!” Josephine whispers
to her brother when they are formally announced and step forward to bow and curtsy.
When this formal reception is over and brother
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and sister are on their way to the princesses,
Markus tells his sister: „Now you know why
Mama has this afternoon taught you to curtsy
formally!”
When they reach the princesses the next surprise awaits them: All six princesses are wearing identical pink cloaks over their ball dresses.
Before they can say anything, Isabel tells them:
The cloaks are an idea of our parents. They
want to get Prince Golden Curl to dance with
all of us! But we can turn this into a game!
Just as she has finished taking Markus and
Josephine into her confidence about her plan
Prince Golden Curl and his parents enter the
ballroom. Now they need to hurry. Unobtrusively the princesses position themselves all
over the ballroom, while Markus and Josephine go to the Prince to explain the game to
him.
A few minutes later the music begins to play
and the game can start!
The Kings need to choose a ball dress and decide on the blue dress with polka dots. Now
the big guessing begins: Which princess is
wearing this dress? To find out Prince Golden
Curl leads one of the princesses on to the mirrored dance floor and twirls her around. This
helps him to look beneath her cloak in the
mirror and to spot the color of her dress. Unfortunately, she is wearing a yellow dress with
stripes.
Prince Golden Curl has lost the first round.
The first of six candles is extinguished and
the second round of the game starts. Now it
is Markus’ turn and he is unlucky, too, and cannot find the correct dress. The second candle
is extinguished.
After Josephine had her turn, the Queens decide on the dress Prince Golden Curl must find.
They choose the pink dress with dots and the
Prince is lucky, he finds the correct dress and
is rewarded with a golden crown. In the next
round, too, he is successful and gets a golden
crown. And Markus and Josephine are successful, too. Three rounds more, and the game
end, because with the sixth wrong choice of
a dress the last candle is blown out, the ballroom is dark and Prince Golden Curl is the winner of the game because he has collected one
crown more than the others.
Markus and Josephine say a tearful farewell
to the Prince and the princesses and leave the
palace for their bed!
Next morning brings the end of the holidays
and they return home but are resolved to visit
their friends at Palace Bellami very soon! 
Christoph.Vavru@spielen.at
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EVALUATION
Designer: Basler, Bouguerra
Artist: Antje Flad
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2011
www.haba.de

PLAYERS:

2-6
AGE:

4+

TIME:

20+

Merkspiel
For children
Version: de en fr nl es it
Rules: de en fr nl es it
In-game text: nein
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u AGENT DOUBLE / CARAVELAS

AGENT DOUBLE
DOUBLE AGENT
DOPPELAGENT

Players lead double agents, but
you only know the loyalty the
agents have for yourself.
The board features spaces for
the six agents and their influence bars. At the start you place
influence markers with the nonactivated side up on their spots
on the bar. Each player places 6
loyalty markers of values 1, 2, 3,
3, 4 and 5 in front of the agents,

you only know your own allocation of values.
In your turn you play a facedown file card to your side of
one of the agents - all in all
only one ?-marked card can be
placed with an agent – and then
an open file card for an action
that is immediately executed. In
your first three moves you can
move an influence marker one

CARAVELAS
PORTUGUESE SEAFARING
A game on the topic of exploration and trade expeditions of the
Portuguese Fleet – on return to
Lisbon the „pepper tax“ had to
be paid by each ship, which was
used to build the Monastery of
Santa Maria de Belém. Players
relive these expeditions and collect victory points for discoveries,
trade and contribution to the
monastery building.

12
20
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You are dealt destination cards
and then in each round the turn
order is auctioned, you bid for
this with navigation markers,
and in Round One players then
receive 4, 5, 6 and 7 event cards,
respectively, in turn order.
Then in your turn you can sail,
discover or load goods. Depending on the location of the ship
movement is free or costs mark-

step in your direction and turn
it over to activate it. If the 4th
card is played next to an agent
his loyalty is checked: Both player
reveal their loyalty marker for this
agent and take into account influence markers; the cards are
either implemented or are won
by the player who has won more
loyalty from the agent. In case of
a tie they are won by the agent
with whom the influence marker
is is located. Then the agent is
out of the game. When an agent
is checked this lowers the number of cards necessary von an
agent to be checked to three for
a neighboring agent. This can result in chain-reaction checking of
agents. When only one agent is
left or when none of the players
has any cards left you win with
the most valuable file cards you
collected.
Agent Double is a fast sophisticated little card game, somewhat
chaotic and with a high bluff factor, not for tacticians, but excellent for all fans of bluff games!
And it is lots of fun! 

INFORMATION

ers, when indicated an event card
is executed. For spaces marked in
red you roll dice to resolve storm,
this can wreck ships and lose you
goods. If you are first in any harbor you can place a discovery
monument. In some of the harbors you can load goods.
When you enter Lisbon harbor
you must sell all goods and can
then contribute to the construction of the monastery or upgrade
your fleet. At the end of the turn
you draw cards up to 5 and get
back all spent navigation markers. When the monastery is
completed you score victory
points for each location where
you placed a monument and
for which you own a destination
card. You win with most victory
points.
Caravelas is an attractive game,
absolutely fitting for families, especially when playing the simplified rules.
The game offers a well-working
combination of standard mechanisms and very nicely conveys
the flair of those trade and expeditions excursions. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Faidutti, Maublanc
Artist: Pierô
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Editions du Matagot 11
www.matagot.com

EVALUATION
A game of bluff
With friends
Special: 2 players
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Series Duo Collection *
High bluff element * not
really plannable * some
tactics possible
Compares to:
Lost city for simultaneous
use of board, other bluff card games
Other editions:
Jeux sur un Plateau

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Gil d’Orey
Artist: Gil d‘ Orey, João Menezes
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Mesaboardgames 10
www.mesaboardgames.pt

EVALUATION
A game of acquisition
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en pt
In-game text: some
Comments:
Standard Mechanisms in
well-working combination
* excellent family game
* Rules for a simplified
version * Expansion “Black
Ship” available
Compares to:
Other games of position and collecting goods with a seafaring/trade
topic
Other editions:
currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

COSMIC ENCOUNTER / DISNEY PIXAR CARS 2 t

COSMIC ENCOUNTER
COSMIC INCURSION

Players represent one of many
alien races, which all have their
own special and exclusive ability,
which can be used by the player
to conquer planetary systems
and attack other player’s planets. Usually, the special abilities
enable you to countermand one
of the basic rules of the game.
The new edition of the base
game tech cards which you can

explore in the technology variant of the game. A turn comprises formation, determine
destination, departure, alliances,
planning, uncovering and resolving the situation.
This expansion introduces 20
new alien races and additional
player, it also uses Cosmic Quake
and introduces the Reward Deck.
A player who is rewarded for de-

DISNEY PIXAR CARS 2

SORRY! SLIDERS

The snipping and sliding fun
now also in the guise of Disney
Pixar’s Cars 2 license! At the start
of the game you set up a track
of your choice from the track elements, basic mechanism for all
tracks is to be the first to snip the
racing slider across the finish line.
At the start of the race a qualifying round decides the start
set-up: Each player snips his
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6
slider once and places it next
to the track to mark the distance achieved. Then all place
their slider at the start according to distances achieved in the
qualifying. Now the race can
begin! Each player can snip his
slider twice per turn, if the slider
topples over in the first turn, the
move ends. When snipping you
should try to use advantages

fense by being allowed to draw
cards can decide to draw from
this deck. Discarded reward cards
go to a special pile which is not
affected by events affecting the
normal discard pile. The Reward
Deck also never initiated Cosmic
Quake. Cosmic Quake only happens when both the Cosmic Card
Deck and the discard pile are
empty: All players discard their
hands, the cards are shuffled and
all players are dealt 8 cards each.
The new aliens, too, promise a lot
of diversity, from Genius to Fury
to Bully, Symbiote, Fungus, Plant
or Mercenary.
Together with the second, similar, expansion, Cosmic Conflict,
Cosmic Incursion is again and
still offering one of the best mixtures of tactics, negotiation and
cosmic arbitrariness available
from a game with a SciFi topic.
Mixed in with this are immense
fun in playing and space adventures galore, not least due to the
various aliens, who make each
game different and unpredictable. 

INFORMATION

and avoid obstacles. When your
move ends in the Full Speed
zone of another driver he can
snip your slider immediately to
any other location. If your slider
ends in the No-sight zone you
must snip it blindfold in your
next turn. If your slider ends up
in your own Full Speed zone, you
can snip again. If the slider ends
in the Hook zone you take the
Hook, if necessary from another
player, and place it in the middle
of the track. When your own slider topples in your next move you
need not put it back to its last position, but can snip again! In the
No-sight zone you can act with
eyes open and are not snipped
away in the Full Speed Zone of
another player.
Sorry! Bahn frei is fun with the
racing topic, too! Topic and
mechanism fit together ideally,
the freely combinable track elements alow you to build noncens-tracks with an open end
that only demand to be the first
to move your slider along all of
the track. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

13+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Kevin Wilson (extension)
Artist: Andrew Navaro, Team
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Fantasy Flight 2010
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
SciFi Conquest game
For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Expansion * Needs Cosmic
Encounter to play * New
game elements in the
Reward Deck
Compares to:
Still the one and only game
with this combination of
mechanisms
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro Parker 2011
www.hasbro.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Edition based on the film *
many ways to play due to
variable board set-up
Compares to:
Carrom, Sorry Sliders and
other snipping/sliding
games
Other editions:
Disney Pixar Cars 2 Sorry Bahn frei!
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u DOMINION / DRAGON GOLD CASTLE

DOMINION
CORNUCOPIA

Cornucopia is the 4th expansion
for Dominion and again compatible with all other editions.
The expansion features 12 new
kingdom cards and a new victory points card, as well as the
new card variety Prize Cards in 5
different versions. When “Young
Witch” is in play, you need a
„Bane“ pile. This is made up from
any kingdom card of your choice,

costing 2 or 3, the stack is placed
on the Young Witch Randomizer Card. This Bane card has its
one function and the Bane card
function. If “Tournament” is in
play, the 5 Prize cards come into
play, too.
There is a new rule “cards in play”:
Action cards and treasure cards
that are displayed in front of a
player are deemed to be “in play”

DRAGON GOLD CASTLE
FEX FIT FOR LEARNING
In the range of educational game
by the name of FEX – short for
Furthering of Executive Faculties – this game features action
as well as reaction and task-solving. The box bottom represents
the castle and is equipped with
a tower + dragon, three rooms of
the castle with a magician, jester
and dragon tile.
You take a knight tile, read out

14
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6
the letter or number on it, all
need to remember this well!
Then you use the catapult to
snip the tile into the castle. If it
ends in the jester’s room, all need
to name the previously read-out
number or letter. For the magician you must name the sum
of the number digits or a word
starting with the letter on the tile
and for the dragon you need to

until they are cleaned up. Cards
at trash, cards set aside and cards
in hand are not in play. The Treasure cards from Cornucopia also
feature instructions that must be
implemented when the Treasure
card is displayed. Instructions
given for treasure cards also
apply to those Treasure cards.
New rules also apply to the use
of cards with the same name or
different names, and to the buying phase of a turn. When buying you must display all Treasure
cards first before doing a buy,
even if you have +buys.
The rules recommend a few
sets of cards, e.g. combinations
of Cornucopia with Dominion
could be Bounty of the Hunt,
Bad Omens, The Jester’s Workshop, combinations of Cornucopia and Intrigue could be Last
Laughs, The Spice of Life or Small
Victories.
Cornucopia again offers an attractive expansion with interesting and ingenious cards, often
applying to other players, too. A
new challenge for all Dominion
Fans. 

INFORMATION

grab the dragon on the tower.
If the knight tile ends up in the
empty room you must call out
“Long live King Fex”. You have
only one try, if you – for instance
– for the magician’s room first
call out “B” and then “banana”
you were wrong. The fastest
player to react correctly receives
the knight tile; with four of those
you win.
For the Fex effect of intensifying the results there are several
versions: You either roll the dice
before using the catapult to
subtract or add the numbers for
the magician. Or you turn up a
movement card for the magician, when the tile ends up there
face-down you must execute the
movement. New inmate tiles demand different reaction depending on the side visible, King Fex
forbids certain actions.
Dragon Gold Castle offers a felicitous combination of learning effects with dexterity and reaction
and lots of fun, too, because you
are asked to invent funny names
for the castle inmates, too. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Artist: M. Catrein, A. Lemmer
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Hans im Glück 2011
www.hans-im-glueck.de

EVALUATION
Card game, deck
building
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de cz en es fi fr
it jp pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
4th expansion * Compatible with all other editions *
New card type Prize Cards *
New Mechanism Bane pile
* New rule “in play”
Compares to:
Other editions of Dominion, Thunderstone, Tanto Cuore
Other editions:
German: Dominion Reiche Ernte,
Hans im Glück, editions in many
other languages

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Nikisch, Kubesch, Walk
Artist: Koch, Scheinberger, Hansen
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2011
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Action/reaction game
For Children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series: Fex * very attractive
combination of learning
contents and fun * trains
association, reaction and
dexterity
Compares to:
Other games in the Fex
series * other games of dexterity and
reaction
Other editions:
currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

DUEL OF THE GIANTS / EXTRA! t

DUEL OF THE GIANTS
TANK BATTLES OF WWII
From duels in the air to duels on
the ground – Sovjet Union, late
Summer 1943, a duel between
tank types, T34 against Tiger.
You can choose between a summer and a winter scenario, players either need to break through
the front line in the role of a tank
commander of the Red Army
and reach the German Hinterland, or to destroy as many Rus-

sian tanks as you can in the guise
of a tank commander of the German Wehrmacht and hinter the
Red Army in reaching its goal.
The game has been designed
as a game for two, but can be
played easily and well for three
and four players.
A game starts with 4 set up
phases and one opening phase,
which are followed by four phas-

EXTRA!

MARK NUMBERS, SCORE ROWS
Extra is title Nr. 3 in the new Roll
& Play series. The dice are rolled
and each player on his own combines four of them into two pairs,
adds the values of each pair and
crosses out the resulting sum on
his block, the 5th is noted extra.
Each die in the roll can only be
used once. All in all you can note
down 3 different extra numbers
and decide for each each roll

www.gamesjournal.at
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whether to mark again a number
already noted or to note a new
extra number. If the roll contains
one of your extra numbers you
must mark it if possible. If you
must mark the last place in the
column of an extra number, your
game ends. It is allowed to make
up numbers from the dice that
cannot be marked anymore because the row is already full; this

es that repeated until a player
has run out of weapons. At this
point the player with most victory points wins the game.
The phases are:
Set-up phase 1 with set-up of
the landscape elements – Set-up
phase 2 with set-up of the front
line - Set-up phase 3 with placement of the Soviet tank markers
- Set-up phase 4 with placement
of the German weapons – Opening phase with revealing and activation of the Soviet tank markers – Phase A with programming
of the German Tiger tanks and
orientation of the Panzer antitank guns – Phase B with movement of the Soviet T-34 tanks
– Phase C with the execution of
the pre-programmed movement
of the German tanks – Phase D
with Combat.
Duel of the Giants is a detailed
simulation of the Panzer battles
at the Eastern Front, a game for
experts and persons interested
in the genre, with an enormous
amount of details and also information; absolute fans can combine four boards into a multiplayer simulation. 

INFORMATION

might allow you to avoid marking an extra number. When all
players have finished their game
due to marking the last spot in a
column of an extra number, you
score all rows: Rows where your
markings reached the positive
area score the multiplyer times
the row number, rows that have
been marked only in the negative area score-200 each, rows
that were not marked score 0.
The player with the highest total wins. If none of the players
scores positive, the player with
the fewest number of negative
points wins.
The solo variant is played by
the same rules, you try to top
your own best score, if you score
negative the game is deemed to
be lost.
Extra! offers a quick, simple dice
game without any interaction,
copying your neighbor only
gives you the same score.. Some
tactics is possible in combining
the dice, as you have a choice
when more than one extra number is in the roll. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Friedemann de Pedro
Artist: Friedemann de Pedro
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Pilot Games 2010
www.pilotgames.de

EVALUATION
Conflict simulation
For experts
Special: 2 players
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: some
Comments:
Comprehensive simulation
* Gaming experience
necessary * only for players
interested in history and
the CoSim genre * two
scenarios
Compares to:
Duel in the Dar and other WWII
simulations
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Sid Sackson
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2011
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice game
For families
Special: 1 player
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Roll & Play Nr. 3 * Very
simple rules * no interaction
Compares to:
Zatre, other dice games
Other editions:
currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u FAMIGLIA / FORTYTWO

FAMIGLIA

ACCOUNTANTS, BRUTES OR HIRED GUNS?
Topic of the game are Mafia
bosses who want to hire better
henchmen than their opponents to have the better gang
at the end of the game. There
are members of four different
families for hire: The Accountants
(for swapping cards from your
hands with already used ones),
the Brutes (lower the value of
cards in the street display), The

Hired Guns (work as a joker for
any other card) and La Famiglia
(valuable at the end of the game,
no other special function). Both
players start with 4 gangsters of
value 0 in Hand, 6 cards from the
draw-pile are laid out to form the
street display.
In your move you can change
the street display to make it
contain a =, then you can play

FORTYTWO

A FAST GAME FOR COOL THINKERS!
A cute new quiz game - 165 cards
with questions feature on their
back numbers 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10,
denoting the number of points
one can score with this card.
The front side of each card features 3 questions with a color
mark in blue, yellow or red – these
markings correspond to the timer
buttons; blue gives you 60 seconds, yellow 45 seconds and red
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30 seconds to give the number of
answers noted next to the color
marker. Some cards list additional
conditions for correct answers.
You as the active player choose a
score, the question is determined
with a color die. If you give the
correct answers you move your
marker the number of points
scored. If you do not know all
answers you can ask your fel-

an accountant to swap cards
and following this you can play
a Brute to make lower the value
of a card from the display and
then you can recruit, that is take
cards up from the display. Gangsters of value 0 one just picks up,
for all other gangsters you need
two identical gangsters to pick
up the one of next higher level
within the same family. One of
the two gangsters used goes
back in hand, the other into your
personal display. When the draw
pile is empty for the first time, the
discard pile is shuffled and the
rules for changing the street display change. When all cards are
in play, you win with the highest total from cards in hand and
cards in your display.
La Famiglia – either you belong
or not. Famiglia – you will love it
or not – some believe they are
being played, others discover
unexpected tactical depths.
In any case a game for experienced players and a good game
for two, with cute illustrations
and many funny innuendos for
aficionados. 

INFORMATION

low players and buy the missing
answers from them for a share in
score – negotiations are possible.
But all communication, an eventual doubting of answers and all
stating of bought answers must
be done within the time frame.
When all necessary answers have
been given correctly within the
time frame you as active player
move your marker forward the
remaining number of steps, all
your helpers move their marker
the number of steps you agreed
to pay.
Even if there is only one late or
wrong answer, nobody scores. If
your marker reaches 42 first, you
win the game.
FortyTwo is a neat and well-working mechanism for an attractive
and challenging selection of
questions – who knows 6 animals
who can stick out their tongue?
Or who knows – for a score of 10
points – 7 Germanic tribes, or 10
words ending in –heit? And can
I be sure that my zealous helper
really will give 2 correct answers
for the 3 points he demands? 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Artist: F. Bertrand, M. Kaluska
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: 2F-Spiele 2010
www.2f-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card collecting game
With friends
Special: 2 Players
Version: de
Rules: de en fr jp nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive design and
packaging with lots of
innuendos on the gangster
topic * compact rules * lots
of tactical options
Compares to:
basically all set collection games, new
for this combination of mechanisms
Other editions:
at Rio Grande, Arclight, Edge Entertainment, Rocks Games, Lacerta

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

15+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Lizenz NPD Toys
Artist: Arthur Wagner
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2011
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Quiz game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard mechanisms
amended with extremely
cute details * unusual and
good selection of questions
* high interaction due to
help mechanism
Compares to:
Basically all quiz game, help mechanism is new
Other editions:
currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

GEISTESBLITZ / GESCHLECHTERKAMPF 2 t

GEISTESBLITZ
RED MOUSE, BLUE GHOST
MEANS GREEN BOTTLE
Balduin the Ghost has taken
pictures of all items he loves
to make disappear, even himself! But the magic camera also
produces lots of pictures in the
wrong colors and Balduin gets
muddled up and needs some
assistance.
The things Balduin lets disappear
are himself in white, of course, a
red chair, a green bottle, a blue

8

book and a grey mouse. These
items are placed in the middle
of the table and all cards – they
show images of the items in
various color combinations - are
shuffled.
The top card is turned up and
all players try so grab the correct item in the correct color. If
no item is pictured in its correct
color, you must grab the miss-

GESCHLECHTER KAMPF 2
FARAD, YAHOO AND SHOES
The fight among the sexes enters
its next round. In this edition of
the party-, quiz and communication game men play against
women and answer questions
on specific topics.
Depending on the game variant
you play you are asked to answer questions related to your
own sex or to the opposite sex.
Players of the one sex first guess

www.gamesjournal.at
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whether the players of the other
sex will know the answer or not.
In addition to this you can risk a
bluff, but this carries the risk of
losing quite a lot of points. The
game is geared for play in teams
of women against teams men as
well as for play of single players
against each other.
For correct answers and correct
tipps you move your marker

ing item in the missing color.
So, when the card shows the
red mouse and the blue ghost,
green is missing as a color and
the bottle is missing from the
items, so you need to grab the
green bottle (all other items are
there either as item or with their
color). Each player may only
grab one item, if you grab the
correct one, you win the card.
If you make a mistake you give
one of your cards to the player
you grabbed the correct item. If
no one grabbed the correct item,
all penalty cards are placed beneath the draw-pile.
When all cards have been played,
you win with most cards. In a
variant the book has a special
role: When the book is pictured
on a card you must name the
correct item, when the book is
not pictured, you must still grab
the item.
Geistesblitz really needs a brainwave for each new card, because
you need lots of concentration to
recognize which item is the correct one, a funny and jolly brain
training for your mind and reaction. 

INFORMATION

on the board. Another new
feature in this edition are so
called special action which give
the game more variety. For the
action “Truth or Lies” you can
doubt one answer. In this variant, too, all those move their
marker who are correct, in this
case doubted correctly, forward
to the the finish, independent
from the fact whether the original tip was correct or not; the
doubt relates to the supposition
that the answer of the player or
the team has been deliberately
wrong. The “Couple spot” only is
of importance in the version of
all against all. When the marker
of the player posing a question
on such a spot the active player
may choose a partner of the opposite sex, the others guess if the
pair answers correctly or not, in
case of congruence both players
move 2 steps. The first player to
reach the finish with his marker
wins the game.
Geschlechterkampf 2 is a nice
party game, neatly combining standard mechanisms and
scoring with a felicitous and fun
choice of questions. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-8

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Artist: G. Silveira, O. Richtberg
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Zoch 2010
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
A game of reaction
For families
Special: many players
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very simple rules * needs
concentration and fast
reactions
Compares to:
Other games of reaction
with a focus on missing
items
Other editions:
currently none

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

16+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Gerd Schlechter
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: W & L Spielspass
www.spielspass-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Party game
With friends
Special: Many players
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard mechanisms *
funny and good mix of
questions * good as a party
game for larger groups
Compares to:
Geschlechterkampf, Frauen
& Männer
Other editions:
Currently none
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u GOSU / HIGH FRONTIER

GOSU

GOBLIN SUPREMACY!
For once, goblins are not fighting elves, Gosu tells the story of
a war of Goblins against Goblins. With the Rising of the Blood
Moon the age of the Elders ands
and the rules are abolished by
chaos. With the chaos the lust
for conflict grew and the era of
the Warlords began.
100 cards show one goblin each
of one of 5 clans and of one of

three different kinds: There are
25 foot soldiers or Bakutos of
Level 1, each is present twice,
35 individual veterans or heros
of Level 2 and 15 generals or
Ôzekis of Level 3. The clans are
Ancient Gobans (white), Alpha
Goblins (green), Dark Goblins
(black), Meka Goblins (blue) und
Fire Goblins (red).
Players embody warlords and

HIGH FRONTIER
A GAME OF EXOGLOBALIZATION
Private companies and government institutions race each other
to construct factories for nanotechnologies in space, water in
LEO = Low Earth Orbit is the key
to success and also means for
payment.
Players research and construct
rockets to prospect for promising sites in the Inner Solar system
and to industrialize them. The
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rocket needs to be researched,
boosted and loaded with fuel.
Water serves as fuel and currency at the same time, the rockets
have differing specification values and can be put out of service
to enable you to build new ones.
Robonaut teams prospect for
new sites. Then you build an
extraterrestrial factory by transporting a refinery and a ro-

recruit goblins for their armies.
Each round ends with a big battle and the strongest army wins
a victory point. The first player
to collect three victory points
wins the game. In a round you
have any number of turns until
you want to pass, but only one
action per turn. Possible actions
are: Play one card into your own
army display, mutate a goblin,
draw a card at the cost of one
activation marker, activate a
goblin at the cost of 2 activation markers or pass. When all
have passed all add the values
of their goblins not trapped, the
strongest army wins the battle.
In following rounds you can
only get new cards via activation
markers or the special abilities of
your goblins.
Gosu is super, a witty and cute
game with a focus on hand management, because only successful combinations earn you new
cards. The strategies are manifold, the graphics superb, the
playing time short – can it get
any better? The expansion Kamakor has been announced! 

INFORMATION

bonaut to the site. Each factory
earns you victory points in relation to its resources exploitation.
The possible actions to choose
from are Income, Research, Free
Market, Boost, Prospect, Refuel,
Industrialize or extraterrestrial
production. This is followed by
spacecraft movement.
When a player has built 3 extraterrestrial factories or 2 space
ventures pays 5 water tanks or
when a specific number of extraterrestrial factories has been
built the player with most victory
points wins the game.
High Frontier is a special tidbit
for experienced players with a
special interest in technology.
Despite the competitive character of the game you are allowed
lots of freedom in closing deals
with other players. The game
started as “Lords of Sierra Madre
in Space” and is based on real
and extensively describes technology! The expansion features
new planets, events, pirates, conflict and politics in space, accompanied by 24 new patens and a
solitary version. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Kim Satô
Artist: B. Benoit, R. Gaschet
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Moonster Games
www.moonstergames.com

EVALUATION
Card game
With friends
Version: en
Rules: en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Fabulous graphics * many
strategies * good rules *
short playing time
Compares to:
Collectible card games like
Magic for clans and colors,
card games featuring card
combinations
Other editions:
French version by Moonster Games

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

180+

Designer: Phil Eklund
Artist: Phil Eklund
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Sierra Madre Games
www.sphinx-spieleverlag.de

EVALUATION
Development game
For experts
Special: 1 player
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Interesting topic *Copious rules with technical
explanations * gaming
experience necessary
Compares to:
Lords of the Sierra Madre,
other complex development games
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

I9N / KNOT SO FAST t

I9N

DRILLING FOR OILWELLS
i9n is supposed to stand for information. Your job is to guide
two prospector searching for oil
wells, the number of these wells
is halved in each round of the
game. You need to drill to locate
positions of the oil wells. Financing for the drills must happen
via share trading. The stack of
punch cards with information on
the back is prepared for a game

according to stringent rules. In
each of the 6 phases you slide
a card underneath the plate to
halve the number of available oil
wells. The active player rolls the
die and can use the result for actions. Possible actions are: Move
the prospector, trade shares or
drill for an oil well at the location of the prospector. Shares
can be acquired for points from

KNOT SO FAST
SOLITAIRE OR TEAM PLAY
A new game of logic and thinking, this time on the topic of
knots – 40 tasks in four different
levels of difficulty – from beginner to expert – train spatial imagination and thinking as well as
manual dexterity and mobility.
You choose a task card of the desired level of difficulty and form
the knot depicted on it as fast as
you can.

www.gamesjournal.at
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For 2, 3 or 4 players you have the
choice of playing single games
with 2, 3 and 4 players or of team
play with 2 or 4 players.
In single play you win if you are
the first to score 8 points. Each
player takes one ring and one
rope, a task card is placed into
the Tug-o-War Score Keeper
for all to see. If you are finished
you turn over the timer, all others

PLAYED FOR YOU

the stock exchange or traded
by with other players; points
acquired by this can be used for
actions. Drilling for oil costs you 1
point and the use of a share that
is valid at the location; the share
is placed in the deposit. For drills
there are limitations according
to locations with drilling rigs, a
drilling rig owns exclusive rights
for two rounds. If you manage to
drill down to the bottom of the
processor you have found an oil
well, place a drilling rig valid for
the phase and mark if for your
own. A phase ends with the setting up of the last drilling rig of
the phase. At the end you win
with most points from oil wells
and shares.
I9n offers an unusual game
mechanism, you need logic, observation abilities and memory
to draw conclusions from your
opponents’ actions to drill for oil
successfully. I9n is an innovative
challenge, but absolutely eligible
for families with a bit of gaming
experience. 

INFORMATION

now have 30 sec reprieve time to
finish their knots.
Then the fastest player’ knot is
checked and points are scored: 2
points for the fastest player if the
knot is correct and nobody else
finished a correct knot, 1 point
for a correct knot in case at least
one other player finished the
knot. In case the knot of the fastest player was incorrect all other
players score 2 points.
In team play the winner of the
game is the team than can pull
the rope of the Tug-o-War Score
Keeper to its side. The team
whose players all finish the knot
on the task card correctly first
pulls the rope out – 2 notches if
the opposing team did not finish
in the 30 seconds reprieve time,
or 1 point in case the other team
could finish a knot.
Knot so fast is an attractive supplement to the range of logic
puzzles, the knots themselves
are a challenging task, especially in the more difficult levels, for
your spatial thinking and manual
dexterity. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Dirk Strothmann
Artist: Dirk Strothmann
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Strothmann Spiele 10
www.strothmann-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Position/deduction game
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Computer game without
electronics * sophisticated
mechanism with punched
cards * careful set-up necessary to ensure functioning of punched cards
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Dugald Keith
Artist: A. Turner, T. LaSeur
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: HCM Kinzel 2011
www.hcm-kinzel.eu

EVALUATION
Game on spatial thinking
For families
Special: 1 player
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Playable alone and in
teams * “Reprieve” time
is an interesting detail *
trains spatial thinking and
manual dexterity
Compares to:
Other logic puzzles, e.g. Cobra Cube
Other editions:
Voll verknotet, HCM Kinzel / THinkfun
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u LEGO CHAMPION / LUNA LLENA DEATH MOON

LEGO CHAMPION
WHO WILL WIN THE TROPHY?
On the search for the Champion
and on the way to the finish line
players build their track together.
The basic course is set up and
then players roll the die in turn. If
you roll green, you move forward
to the next green block on the
path. For any other color a challenge is played, the active player
is the challenger. You place a
block in the color rolled on the

7

first free path spot in front of his
marker and then moves on the
first free block of the color rolled
and then you play the challenge.
If you win the challenge you immediately move forward to the
next green block.
The challenges are On Target –
you throw blocks as closely as
possible to the dice, Bluffing
Bricks – you guess how many

LUNA LLENA DEATH MOON
NEW HORROR IN THE FOREST
The ancient confrontation,
human contra werewolves,
continues in this expansion.
Werewolves must infect humans, humans must find their
comrades that have been taken
hostage by the werewolves,
free them and leave the forest before nightfall. One player
embodies all werewolves, the
hostages are randomly drawn,
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then you choose one of the
remaining characters. In the
game human turns alternate
with werewolf turns. A human
turn comprises drawing an action card, exchange items and
actions – explore, first search,
forward/run, alert, hide, second
search – and finally adapting of
cards held. You can spend determination points at any time, also

blocks of a color are hidden
in all fists, Topple Tower – you
build a tower on top of a base,
each player must place one more
block than the previous player,
Codebreaker – you must guess
a color code, and Speed Builder,
you replicate as fast as you can a
construct built by the challenger.
If you must move forward and
there is no free block available
of the necessary color, you move
your marker into the finish area.
If you are the first to win a challenge when in the finish area you
win the game.
As in all Lego games, the rules
propose variants, you can place
a question mark to choose the
challenge or a skull to switch
places with another player or
of course invent your own challenges and rules.
Champion is a fascination collection of sub-games, the elements
are well-known and well-working and their implementation
using Lego blocks is simply ingenious. An attractive family game
with a creative touch! 

INFORMATION

for other players with you on a
hex. A werewolf turn comprises
planning, movement and actions with pack card, sniff/attack,
bloodthirsty frenzy attack, call
of the blood or healing. A werewolf can summon Father Tree
or Mother moon once. With the
time marker at 6 p.m. night begins with special rules for combat, infection or life and death
or determination points. When
all humans have left the forest,
are transformed or dead or all
werewolves are dead the game
ends and the victory conditions
are evaluated. The expansion
Death Moon provides new pack
cards for the lycanthrope player,
3 new forest hex tiles and a new
special item. Both humans and
werewolves are provided with
new secret skills which they can
use once in the game.
The complex adventure with a
considerable demand on tactics
is made even more interesting
by this expansion, and again
you need gaming experience
and at least one complete game
familiarize yourself with rules
and components. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

AGE:

3-8

7+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Lego 2011
www.lego.de/legospiele

EVALUATION
Game with subgames
For families
Special: many players
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic combination
of Lego blocks with wellknown game mechanisms
* good family game *
Invites implementation of
your own ides
Compares to:
All other Lego games
Other editions:
currently none

PLAYERS:

2-7

AGE:

14+

TIME:

150+

Designer: Servando Carballar
Artist: Juan Garcia, Adrián López
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Gen-X Games 2010
www.genxgames.es

EVALUATION
Werewolf Adventure
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en es
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Expansion * needs basic
game to play * well-chosen
well working new details
for the game
Compares to:
All werewolf games for
topic, otherwise complex
adventure games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

MAI-STAR / MIESES KARMA t

MAI-STAR

GEISHA LOOKING FOR HER SUCESSOR
At the peak of the Geisha era the
famous and incomparable Maistar wants to pass on her art.
She names two conditions for a
candidate: She must be independent of a sponsor and first prove
her abilities before Mai-star will
teach her. After a long selection
process six candidates remain,
one of them will be Mai-stars
successor.

You are one of those geishas
and play cards to enhance your
prestige by advertisers or to
earn money from accepting
guests, money is the gauge for
success at the end of the game.
The value for the prestige of a
geisha determines her fame and
how high the demand is for her,
her special abilities can be used
only in a limited way without

MIESES KARMA
FROM ANT TO HUMAN BEING
You start life as an ant that with
lots of bad karma and must collect good karma to be reborn
as other animals and finally as a
human again. 29 Wiedergeburtskarten (Reborn Cards) feature 5
starting ants, 4 stacks of beings
with different karma values and
5 human cards. 60 Lebenskarten
(Life Cards) feature two symbols
and buddhas on some of them.

www.gamesjournal.at

10

At the start your Buddha sits on
stage 0 of your Karma tableau
and you hold two life cards and
an ant card as first card in your
Life Line. In your turn you must
place on card from your hand at
the end of your life line – adjacent symbols must be the same
- or discard a card. Then you can
use the ability of your animal and
can ask fellow players for a card.

risking loss of prestige. Basically,
players choose which cards they
will use as advertisers for their
geishas and which cards to use
as guests. In your turn you can
play a guest, advertise and draw
a card, exchange two cards, swap
an advertiser for a card on hand
or draw a card. Special abilities of
guests can be used anytime.
If a player runs out of cards on
hand, the round ends: All players um up the income from their
guests, cards remaining in hand
deduct 2 points per card from
your income of the round. If you
have earned the most money after three rounds, your geisha is
named Mai-star’s successor.
At heart Mai-star is a set-collecting game, you play cards from
your hand according to special
rules and use their special effects.
The topic is what distinguishes
this card game from others,
especially for players that are
interested in games from other
cultures, offering a fascinating
glimpse into an exotic world,
nearly completely gone. 

INFORMATION

If nobody offers you a card you
can discard all your cards and
draw new ones. If you are offered
more than one card you choose
which to take. Whoever gives
you a card scores 1 Karma point.
If then you have no cards left on
hand or have a scythe symbol in
your life line you die: Your life line
is scored, you advance your buddha 1 stage for each buddha in
your life line. If you have groups
of 4 symbols in your life line you
place one card onto the scoring
spot on your tableau: Then you
are reborn and take a Reborn
Card from the stack corresponding to your Karma status. When
the first human dies you win with
most victory points from karma
and life cards.
Mieses Karma basically is a
simple card placement game
forming rows of symbols that
is modified by additional rules
on the reborn cards. The topic
is unusual and the game very
much governed by chance, you
can get easily stuck in low Karma
levels. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Artist: Noboru Sugiura
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Kanai / Japon 2010
www.japonbrand.gamers-jp.com

EVALUATION
Card game
With friends
Version: jp
Rules: en jp
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Fascinating topic * good
English rules * basically
well-known mechanism of
forming card groups and
interaction
Compares to:
Other card games with set
collecting
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Matthias Cramer
Artist: Ulf K., Katja Witt
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2011
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Card placement game
For Families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Game based on the book
of the same title * idiosyncratic topic * gameplay
very dependent on chance
Compares to:
Other card placement
games based on corresponding symbols
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u MONSTERFALLE / NAMIBIA

MONSTERFALLE
MONSTER CLEARANCE
FOR GRANDMA FRIEDA
The monsters are loose in the
house and all are having fun,
but Oma Frieda comes to visit
and she might be frightened,
so to avoid frightening her you
must catch the monsters. The
cards show which monster is up
for capturing. You must move it
into the middle of the board with
the help of the sliders and push
it into the trap.

6
Three and four players play in
teams, each player is part of two
teams, once with his left neighbor and once with his right
neighbor, one member of the
team operates the horizontal
sliders, the other one the vertical
ones. The other players operate
the timer. At the start of a team
turn the sliders are at the sides
of the board, a card is turned

NAMIBIA

RESOURCES AND PROFIT
A rush for copper and diamonds
is the topic of this second game
in the Edition Bohrtürme series
using the components from
Giganten. Players embody mining corporations mining diamonds, gold, silver and copper,
transporting these resources to
coastal harbors and selling them
there. But no company is allowed
to mine for all resources and so
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you must bribe government
representatives who control the
access to mines and harbors, but
too much bribing can lose you
prestige. Who will make most
profit while retaining the highest prestige?
In six rounds you bribe the administration, build, transport
and administrate. The action
“build” allows you to start a new

up and the piece “Monster in
the Sack” is put on the chip of
this monster. From now on the
piece may only be moved with
the help of the sliders and must
not be touched by the players.
Now you use the sliders to push
the monster in the middle of the
board as fast as you can. When
the monster tumbles or falls out
of the track, it goes back onto the
chip and must start again. If you
push the monster into the trap
before time runs up you can turn
up a card for the next monster to
push. The card goes to your deposit board. When time runs out
you put one of the team’s eye
chips into the trap and the next
team goes on sliding the monster. When all eye chips are in
the trap, you win if you did catch
most of the monsters with both
of your teams. Monsterfalle is an
attractive unusual game, which
trains threedimensional thinking and coordinated team work
and at the same offers lots of fun
when the monsters tumble! 

INFORMATION

mine or finalize an existing one,
to prospect for resources, build
track and move trucks. The right
time to ship and sell is very important, as your opponents can
influence the markets.
The game is dominated by the
auction in each round. This auction determines the order of
play, the number of track you
can place and the opportunity to
choose a harbor and a resource.
If you are last in an auction you
can place two mines – mines
are the deciding factor for the
game flow. The market price is
governed by a demand/supply
mechanism - the price is halved
as soon as there is more supply
than demand.
Namibia is a dense compact
game where you cannot allow
yourself too many mistakes and
must consider all options very
carefully. If you like unusual auction mechanisms you will have
fun with Namibia despite some
inconsistent features like trucks
in 1884 or prestige - which can
be bought for money at the end
of the game -as a victory condition. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Inka + Markus Brand
Artist: M. Menzel, M. Kienle
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2011
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nominated for Kinderspiel
des Jahres * Very attractive
design and components
* Good training for spatial
thinking and team work
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Brian Robson
Artist: Carsten Fuhrmann
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Mücke Spiele 2010
www.muecke-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Economics game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Edition Bohrtürme * Winner of a game designer
competition at www.
spielmaterial.de in the
category „complex games“
* components as used in
Giganten, Kosmos and
Schwarzes Gold, Mücke
Compares to:
Ghawar, Schwarzes Gold
Other editions:
Currently none
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PAUL PANDA / PUSTEKUGEL t

PAUL PANDA

PLANT AND HARVEST BAMBOO,
FEED PAUL
Paul Panda is hungry and wants
to be fed his favorite bamboo
leaves; players plant and harvest
bamboo and feed Paul and try
at the same time to win against
Paul. The spinner determines
the actions – if you are the first
to plant all your bamboo poles
you win the game. First you
place the box cover so that it
shows Paul sitting on the table,

4

he should be easily reached by
all players and seems to watch
the game. 3 or 4 of the bamboo
poles are placed into the inlay of
the box, they represent the bamboo glade, the remaining poles
are distributed evenly among
all players. Then you play in turn
in clockwise direction and turn
the spinner: If the spinner points
to Paul, you feed him with one

PUSTEKUGEL

PUFF FOAM MARBLES THROUGH
ARCHWAYS
A somewhat different dexterity game – Pustekugel is played
on the floor, you must puff the
foam marble along a self-set-up
track and through archways, either against another player or
team or on your own against
the clock. In a game against an
opponent or opposing team
only the cards showing three
or less archways are used. You

www.gamesjournal.at
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draw a card – it shows the archways you need for the track and
also the path the foam marble
needs to take through the archways. Each team constructs its
own track and marks the path
for the marble with arrow cards,
Then one member of one team
plays against one member of the
other team, both puff their own
marble along their own track. If

PLAYED FOR YOU

leaf that you push through the
mouth opening in the box cover,
and take one bamboo pole out
of the bamboo glade. If the spinner points to the lumberjack, you
harvest 2 bamboo poles from
the glade. If the spinner points
to the sun, you can plant one
bamboo pole into the glade, if
it points to the cloud, you plant
two poles. When hungry Paul
has guzzled all the leaves before
any one player could plant all his
poles the winner is Paul together
with the player who has fewest
poles left.
Paul Panda is an enchanting
game for small children, first
due to the felicitous integration
of the box into the game – you
push out the little card board
piece from the box and suddenly Paul has a mouth for feeding!
And the poles put into the inlay
very nicely simulate a bamboo
glade. And I was very impressed
by the simplicity of mechanisms
used to provide age-related basic information on the circle of
planting-harvesting-feeding. 

INFORMATION

you overthrow an archway you
must set it up again before you
can continue to puff, they are
made up from three logs. If your
ball is first in getting back to
starting point again, you win the
round and receive the card. The
team that has the most points on
its cards after a pre-set number
of rounds wins the game.
If you race the clock, you draw a
card and the track shown on the
card is set up. Then each player
in turn puffs the foam marble
over the track, the others take
the time. The player completing
the track fastest wins the card of
the round. After the pre-set number of rounds the winner is the
player with most cards.
If you play all alone you try to
beat your record for a certain
track.
Pustekugel is a dexterity game
that needs a lot of space on the
floor, you need to move cautiously around the archways. It
is a fun game and of course also
nice for families. If weather and
terrain allow it, you can of course
also play outdoors. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Beate Nikolai
Artist: R. Meyer, A. Wagner
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2011
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
Dice game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: ch de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive components
* Box cover integrated into
the game to represent
Paul Panda * simple rules
* plant-harvest-feed cycle
clearly represented
Compares to:
First game of its kind, basically all
dice games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Noris 2011
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity Game
For children
Special: 1 player
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Needs room to play on
the floor * Also good as a
solitaire game * you can
invent your own rules
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u RAILROAD BARONS / RAILWAYS OF EUROPE

RAILROAD BARONS
BARONE DER EISENBAHN
Railroad barons is based on the
railroad game 18xx by Francis
Tresham, but is designed for two
players. Players try to acquire a
portfolio of railroad shares that
will accrue them a better profit
then the portfolio of their opponent.
As in the basic 18xx game there
are share rounds and operating
rounds. The game comprises 5

corporations, which are founded
in the share rounds. These companies operate railways, pay out
dividends or save money, each
company has a fixed income
and the corporations always act
in the same order of play.
Players introduce four out of five
private investors into the game,
one player chooses the investor the other one chooses if he

RAILWAYS OF EUROPE
TUNNELS, PASSENGERS, BONDS
This expansion for Railways of
the World has an interesting history – it was first intended to be
and published under the name
of Rails of Europe as an expansion for Railroad Tycoon and has
now been re-published as Railways of the World as an expansion for Railways of the World,
which is a new revised edition
of Railroad Tycoon.
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The game is basically played
by the rules for Railways of the
World: You play rounds consisting of three phases: Auction to
determine First Player, Player Actions and finally Income and Dividends. Player Actions are Track
Building, Urbanize, Upgrade engines, Deliver one Goods Cube
and – in the expansions – take a
Railway Operations Card. When

wants the money of the investor
or the investor in person. Each
share round is followed by two
operational rounds. In the share
rounds one can buy shares, sell
shares or pass. In the operational
round the markers in the corporation are newly assigned, either to the corporation table for
the corporations up for buy or
ownership and for the network
of tracks. Then income is determined and dividends are paid or
saved. It is important that players
and corporations act independently as regards to finances,
both players can buy shares in
each conglomerate, but only
one is the acting director – he
who owns the majority of shares.
He alone makes the decision on
actions of the corporation in the
operating rounds.
Railroad Barons provides the essence of 18xx, elegantly reduced
to the core mechanisms, money
is the sole aim of the game,
board and track tiles are missing,
what has remained is the necessity of planning, as profitable assets lose their value quickly. 

INFORMATION

the last “empty city” marker is
placed on the board the end
game starts, you finish the round
and then a last complete round
is played. The richest player wins.
This expansion uses the basic
rules plus some modifications,
hexes are either mountains or
water or open territory. Bonds
can only be issued when they
need money for purchases or
for making a bid or actions and
there are new operations cards
– Passenger Line and Tunnel
Engineer as well as City Charter
and Capital Charter. Capital Charter earns you one victory point
per connection built to and from
the city afterwards, and if you
take City Charter, only you can
build in this city, previous builds
are not affected. As in the basic
game, the game ends with a
number of “empty” cities and you
win if you own the most money.
If you own Railways of the World,
you should take a look at Railways of Europe, the expansion
makes an even better game out
of an already very good basic
game! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Helmut Ohley
Artist: Klemens Franz
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Games 2010
www.lookoutgames.de

EVALUATION
Railroad game
With friends
Special: 2 players
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
18xx without board or track
tiles * focus on money and
finances * planning mechanism remains dominant
Compares to:
All games in the 18xx series
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Glenn Drover
Artist: P. Niemeyer, D. Oram
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Eagle Games 2010
www.eaglegames.net

EVALUATION
Railway game
For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Expansion for Railways of
the World * Needs Railways
of the World to play * Gaming experience is useful
Compares to:
Railroad Tycoon, other
railway games with track
building, bonds and goods transport
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

SHH, LISTEN! / SMART MEMO t

SHH, LISTEN!
… LISTENING, GUESSING,
COLLECTING TREASURES
The Klepton Gang are professionals for cracking vault codes,
they just have to jiggle them
to distinguish the code. And as
there is a golden trophy for the
winner in the vault cracking contest all try very hard to crack as
many vaults as they can.
Players place their treasure bags
on House 1 on the board and
place the baubles of their color

7

behind the screen. Each player
holds a vault cup and – at the
start of each turn – he places
this cup over 0 to 4 baubles and
then carefully slides the cup out
from behind the screen. Then all
players one by one jiggle their
cups and listen carefully to the
noises. Each player in his head
adds up the number of baubles
under each cup, the final total is

SMART MEMO
PAIRS FROM DIFFERENT DISPLAYS
A somewhat different game
of memory in three degrees of
difficulty, packed in separate
boxes. Each game comprises
36 cards that are shared evenly
among the players – each player
lays out his cards face down in
rows on the table. In your turn
you uncover 2 cards, either from
your own display or 1 from your
own display and 1 from another

www.gamesjournal.at
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players display. If you spot that
the cards form a pair you call
“memory” and receive the cards.
If you take a card from a fellow
player you give him one of your
own still face-down cards. If you
call memory in error you must
pause for one round. You win if
all you cards are turned up first.
The game is available in three
different editions that differ in

PLAYED FOR YOU

the code of the round for opening a vault. Each player marks the
sum he arrived at on his number
wheel. When all players have
placed their number wheels face
down the cups are controlled: All
cups are lifted and the baubles
are counted. If you marked the
right number on your wheel
you may advance your treasure
bag by three houses. If you miscalculated by one bauble you are
still quite a passable burglar and
can advance your treasure bag
one house further. If you reach
or pass the golden vault cracker
trophy you win.
The game is part of the series
LernSpielSpaßand that is exactly what it provides; learning
or training well hidden by lots
of fun, concentrating and distinguishing noises come as a matter
of fact as part of the game. And
players realize quite quickly that
choosing 0 is not a good idea because in case of four players all
others then know already two
cup contents, their own and your
zero one. 

INFORMATION

the difficulty of their images.
The edition in the purple box is
aimed at players of ages 5+, it
features 18 different and easily
distinguishable animal images,
in a very individual style.
The edition in the orange box is
targeting players of ages 7+, the
18 images are solely of sheep,
some alone, some with lambs,
but in different colors.
The most difficult edition is the
one in the blue box, it challenges
players from ages 9+; the sheep
featured in this edition are only
depicted in cream and brown.
Smart Memo is a nice, witty idea,
well implemented, basically a
simple memory game and yet
with a certain special something.
Especially the cream and brown
sheep in the difficult version
can lead you astray very easily and even the cockerel heads
from the easy version have their
challenges. An interesting detail
is the change in picking up the
cards from personal displays. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Helmut Ast
Artist: Eva Czerwenka
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2011
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Hör-Spiel
Für Kinder
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Series: LernSpielSpaß *
Learning happens during
play, even fast calculations
in your head become fun *
also good as family game
Compares to:
Bären-Hör-Memo, Zapp
Zerapp
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Pierre Burtel
Artist: Zuperbo
Price: je ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Editions RoseBud 11
www.editions-rosebud.com

EVALUATION
Memory Game
For Children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Handy packages * 3 different editions * nice version
of the well-known standard
memory mechanism
Compares to:
Basically all memory games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u SPACE ALERT / T-REX WORLD

SPACE ALERT
THE NEW FRONTIER

Joint survival of the spaceship
crew is the aim of the game. The
ship is supposed to jump to a
point in space, scan it and jump
back. All actions are computerdirected, but if the ship has problems the crew must solve them.
The central computer gives information either via voice from a CD
or by using scenario cards, and
you must ward off attacks, do

repairs or compensate malfunctions etc. Players must cooperate
and agree on who does what to
coordinate their actions, and all
that in real time of 10 minutes. If
ship and crew survive that long,
you win!
The expansion to Space Alert
introduces four independent
scenarios which can be played
individually or in any combina-

T-REX WORLD
BIG PREY

Hungry dinosaurs roam their
habitat for prey, but need to
beware of the dangerous Tyrannosaurus Rex who is hunting,
too! Each player receives a pair
of dinosaurs made up from two
identical cards; three habitat
cards are laid out in the middle of
the table. Prey cards are shuffled
and approx. one third of them is
placed next to each of the habi-
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6
tat cards. In each turn players in
seating order place first one and
then their second card next to
one of the habitat cards, cards
already placed there are covered
by new cards. Then one of the
players throws the habitat tiles
onto the table: When two tiles
end up face up, these two habitats are deemed to be active.
When only one habitat is visible,

tion with the basic game: New
Threats add new white and yellow threats and new red threats,
very difficult ones. Double Action introduces new missions
for the new cards allowing two
actions per turn. Specializations
allow players to perform actions
that would be impossible otherwise like launching rockets
anywhere on the ship. Experience System - You can connect
individual games by improving
the skills of a character by experiences gained from successful
missions and heroic deeds.
This expansion for once and for
all turns Space Alert in a game
that you cannot easily put down,
the means to develop your
character are the icing on the
cake and an incredible incentive to face the steep dangers in
the new threats! And the Crew
Badges! Captain is demoted to
Science Officer due to lack of
leadership! Let’s have another
game, it must be possible to
defeat the Overlord despite the
Malfunction in the Central Cannon. 

INFORMATION

any one of the two remaining is
turned up; should all three be
visible, any one is turned over to
leave two active habitats. Then
all dinosaurs lying next to the
inactive habitat are returned
to their owners. Now players
owning dinosaurs next to active habitats can go hunting by
turning up prey cards. Hunting
is done from left to right habitat
and in each habitat the player
whose dinosaur is on top of the
stack hunts first. To hunt you up
one prey cards one by one and
can stop or go on after each card.
Stopping secures the prey cards.
If you go on you risk a T-Rex or
Flying Dinosaur card which loses
you all prey of this round.
When one stack of prey cards is
empty after several such rounds,
you win with the most valuable
prey.
Within the T-Rex World series Big
Prey offers a nice mix of chance
and some planning when choosing habitats and stopping the
hunt on time – a felicitous game
with an all-time attractive topic.


INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

13+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Artist: Milan Vavroň
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2011
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Adventure in real time
For experts
Special: 1 player
Version: de
Rules: cz de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Fast and furious threats
and actions * Introduces
character development *
Crew badges for further
personalization * Lots of
fun with any number of
players * Needs basic game to play
Compares to:
Space Alert Basic game
Other editions:
Space Alert The New Frontier, Rio
Grande. Other editions in Czech and
French

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Klaus Kreowski
Artist: Thea Ross
Price: ca. 6 Euro
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg 2010
www.spiegelburg.de

EVALUATION
Card game
For Children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive topic for a
series of games in identical
design * pretty illustrations
* nice game mechanisms
Compares to:
All card games featuring
the stop+secure/lose
mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

TALISMAN / THE ADVENTURERS t

TALISMAN
THE FROSTMARCH

Talisman: The Frostmarch is the
3rd expansion for the 4th edition
of Talisman. Each player guides
a character in possession of a
basic equipment of talent, luck
and gold, this can vary during
the game. These characteristics
and the event cards plus reactions of the character influence
the game.
The Frostmarch expands the ba-

sic game with new character-,
adventure and spell cards, plus
new warlock cards and three
sheets for an alternate ending
of the game. It must be mentioned here that the monsters,
items and persons appearing in
the cards have been crafted very
lovingly and painstakingly to fit
the icy topic. The new characters
in this expansion have different

THE ADVENTURERS
THE TEMPLE OF CHAC

Players want to explore the
temple of the Maya God Chac.
You lead two adventurers and
use their special abilities. At the
start of the game the temple is
assembled and you randomly
assign two adventurers to each
player and you yourself decides
which one goes exploring first. A
round of the game has 6 stages:
1) Adjust load level – this is an

www.gamesjournal.at
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indicator for the number of treasures an adventurer is carrying,
you can change it by discarding
treasures. 2) roll dice and determine number of actions, you
have a number of action equal to
the number of dice showing the
value of the load level or higher.
Possible actions are Movement,
Search or Decipher Hieroglyphs.
3) Move walls and rock, walls are

PLAYED FOR YOU

levels of power; Leprechaun is
able to teleport when he rolls
a Six, the Warlock is incredibly
powerful and can complete Warlock tasks to acquire items. A new
spell enables players to toadify,
that is, turn other players or
themselves into toads. The three
alternate endings offered for the
game are all interesting to play,
the most attractive one is “Warlock Quest”, each player draws
four Warlock tasks at the start of
the game. If you reach the Inner
circle and have completed all
tasks you win immediately.
The rules also offer variants for
starting task for a quicker game
or the treasure vault award version for use with the Dungeon
expansion and the swap task
version for a flexible assigning
of warlock tasks.
All in all The Frostmarch is another well-made and well-working
expansion for the classic fantasy
adventure game, a must-have
for all fans of talisman and an attractive extension of ways to play
and ways to enjoy the game! 

INFORMATION

moved by turning up cards, the
rock is moved by rolling between
1 and 5 dice. 5) Bring in replacement adventurer, if some mishap should have befallen your
first one, his treasure cards are
discarded. 6) Change the starting player.
When there are no more adventurers still alive in the temple or
when the rock has shut off the
temple permanently you win if
you managed to bring one of
your adventurers out and have
the most valuable treasures
among those who did. If nobody
could leave the temple, all players lose together, the adventurers must have been a gang of
raw recruits.
The Adventurers is an adventure
game pure and simple, with basically known standard mechanism. As is usual in adventurersy
you meet lots of unexpected
situation, directed by the dice. A
special mentioning is due to the
harmonious and loving components, all in all you really feel like
Indiana Jones when playing this
game. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

13+

TIME:

90+

Designer: John Goodenough
Artist: Wil Springer
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2011
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy Adventure
Game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Beautiful expansions with
lots of new details * Needs
basic game to play * compatible and combinable
with all other expansions
Compares to:
All other editions of Talisman, other
fantasy adventure games from Heroquest to Dungeon Twister
Other editions:
Talisman Die Frostmark, Heidelberger

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: G. Blossier, F. Henry
Artist: Guiton, Coimbra, Fructus
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2010
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Adventure game
For families
Version: en
Rules: de en es pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very lovely and harmonious layout and componens
* Simple rules * Game play
dominated by dice
Compares to:
Other adventure games
with lots of dice rolls
Other editions:
Die Abenteurer Der Tempel des
Chac, Pegasus, editions in Spanish
and Polish
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u THE GHOST MILL / THINK.

THE GHOST MILL
CARRY FLOUR SACKS
WITHOUT BEING FRIGHTENED!

The old miller is tired and hopes
for assistance, the children
will help him to carry the flour
sacks out of the mill. You place
the millwheel into the box, the
game board is set on top of the
wheel and then you stick the
full sacks of flour into the slits of
the board. Each player is given a
magnetic token and three empty
flour sacks. In your turn you roll

5

the dice and then either move
your token the number of steps
from one die or the total of both
dice, in any direction. If your target spot is occupied you move
your token forward to the next
free spot. When you roll the mill
wheel you turn the wheel one or
two times in the direction indicated by the arrows. If your turn
ends next to one of your own

THINK.
DENK-PFADE

60 tasks, following the motto
The path is the destination!
The components of the game
suggest a beach strewn with
colored glass pebbles and with
shells constituting obstacles. The
task for all cards is the same: You
should connect glass pebbles of
the same with the 11 path tiles
provided in the game. Tasks get
more difficult with higher task

36
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numbers and you should therefore solve them in ascending
order. There are three different
folders for first hints, second
hints and solutions, should you
get lost. You do not always need
all path tiles and there is always
only one solution.
On each card you must connect
two stones of a color. You can
only place a path tile on a neu-

flour sacks you can pick the sack
upand place it onto your token.
If you reach your own home corner with the sack you can put it
down, the flour ack is safe now.
Then you put one of your own
empty flour sacks into the empty slit. If you are the first to take
home all three of your own flour
sacks, you win.
This game, The Ghost Mill, lovingly continues the range of
games that once started with
Geistertreppe / Boo Who, topic
and illustrations are similar, but
nicely individual and different
and with a felicitous use of magnetism. It is fun to watch the tokens jump when they are frightened by ghosts and drop their
flour sacks. The basic mechanism
of the game is closely related
to well-working standards like
Ludo, but his is not a disadvantage. On the contrary, it makes
the game fun to play and it is fun
to try to avoid the ghosts, if you
look closely you can spot them
moving by. 

INFORMATION

tral space, cannot cover shells
and glass pebbles, the tiles may
not exceed the card and may not
overlap. If you use the crossroads
tile, paths must be continued
straight, a path cannot change
direction on the crossroads tile.
The rules expressively recommend not to immediately look
for the solution in the folder
provided, but to set aside the
task and try again another time,
you will find the solution with a
bit more practice. To solve the
tasks in numerical order at the
same time provides training and
motivation; the easier starting
tasks train the necessary abilities and emphasize what you
can do, as you can solve them,
and so encourage you to try the
next, more difficult tasks. Do not
disappoint yourself by giving up
too soon! There is a solution for
each of the puzzles!
As all games of the series, Denkpfade, too, provides an optically attractive and challenging
demand for logical thinking and
learning abilities. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

25+

Designer: T. Daum, V. Leitner
Artist: Rolf Vogt
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Drei Magier 2011
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Magnetic game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice supplement for the
“Ghost” range of games
* Good combination of
mechanisms *Art coherent
with games of the series
Compares to:
Ludo for the basic mechanism, Beppo Bock and other games
for use of magnetism
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1

AGE:

14+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Walter Pepperle
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2011
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Game of learning and logic
With friends
Special: 1 player
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series Think. * Mental
training for adults * Trains
logical thinking, combinatoric abilities and an eye for
interrelations
Compares to:
Other games in the Think series, and
other logic games, e.g. in the series
Smartgames, Logikus or Thinkfun
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

THUNDERSTONE / TOYSTICK t

THUNDERSTONE
DOOMGATE LEGIONS

Players are adventures on the
search for a thunderstone, in
the basic game they are searching in the Grimhold Dungeon.
Each player accumulates his own
deck, with abilities and equipment for his team of adventurers.
A display of cards is prepared according to specific rules. Then, in
your move, you must visit the village, enter the dungeon or rest.

Cards that were used go to your
personal discard pile, cards that
were destroyed go out of the
game. In the village you can acquire cards. In the dungeon you
must use all cards in your hand,
when you rest you can change
cards or destroy cards. In the village as well as in the dungeon
you can use any numberof the
effects, but the cards must be

TOYSTICK

FROM FAIRY TALE TO THE ALPHABET
A talking and reading pen,
named toystick by Noris, offers
a concept of correlating things
you see and sounds you hear.
In each of the books games
for searching or answering are
provided. The toystick can read
out loud, repeat, translate, play
games, make musik, offers riddles and play music pieces. Files
for products that are published

www.gamesjournal.at
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later can be easily downloaded
vie an USB port, all files for all
currently available products are
already stored on the toystick. If
you want to use one of the products, just touch the LIZBEE symbol on the cover, this activates
all function of this product. The
toystick offers sound regulation
and you can record your own
texts or sound and use the stick-

PLAYED FOR YOU

used in exact order and the card
effects are applied accordingly.
Some monsters have abilities
which they profit from always
and some monsters possess
Global Effects, which always affect all players, heroes and monsters and are active in the dungeon or on position 0. At the end
you win with most victory points
in your deck.
In this second expansion two
Thunderstones have been found
and players must look for the
third stone, The Stone of Avarice,
guarded by the Doomgate Legion! The expansion introduces
new card types, Mercenaries and
treasures, with different special
abilities and – in addition – a
Cruel Guardian and an alternative Disease Deck. Mercenaries
can be hired in the village, they
bring new abilities with them,
treasures are found when you
defeat monsters. This second
expansion for Thunderstone
introduces lots of new and interesting features that you can use
in many combinations with cards
from the basic game. 

INFORMATION

ers included to replay them, so
you can leave messages for your
children or use music and personal texts to make images come
alive. The range of toystick products includes the topics English,
General Knowledge, Language
Training, Entertainment and
Mathematics. This range of topics is featured in several series
like “Adventurous Rambles” or
“Somewhat Different Reading”
or “First Steps: Learning by Playing. Using the toystick is really
child’s play – you tip the stick
onto a an image in the book and
the stick starts talking, singing,
making music or asks questions.
You can even do handicraft with
it, for instance on musical instruments, you assemble them out
of pre-cut cardboard pieces and
can then play music on them.
Toystick is a highly sophisticated
product where technology takes
second place and remains in the
background, it’s only the means
for discovering, learning, listening and amazement! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Mike Elliot
Artist: J. Engle, H.-G. Schneider
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2011
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Deck building game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: ch de en es fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
2nd expansion for the deck
building game * needs
basic game to play
Compares to:
Thunderstone, Dominion,
Tanto Cuore
Other editions:
Thunderstone Die Wächter von
Doomgate, Pegasus, more editions
in Chinese at Wargames Club, French
and Spanish at Edge Entertainment

PLAYERS:

1+

AGE:

3+

TIME:

10+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: je nach Produkt
Publisher: Noris 2011
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Electronic games unit
For Children
Special: 1
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Well-working technology
* simple use * can be used
by children playing alone *
many different topics and
ways to use the stick
Compares to:
tiptoi
Other editions:
Supplements on many topics
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u TRICKY BID / WO WAR’S?

TRICKY BID

BID CARDS OR USE THEM TO TRICK?
If you take the trick, you receive
a share of the bidding, and at
the end you win with the highest total of bidding cards won.
Cards are used for bidding and
for tricking, so how do you use
them? You are dealt 12 or 16
cards out of 80 cards showing
values of 0 to 15 in 5 colors, the
rest is stacked. The top card is
turned up to determine trump

suit. Before each trick you place
one card open-faced on the
table for a bid. Then the starting
player leads a card, the others
follow suit or use a trump card
to trick or discard any card. You
win the trick with the highest
trump card or the highest card
of the color led by the starting
player. If you win it, you take
back your bidding card and also

WO WAR’S?
STOP THIEF!

In this edition of Wo war’s? players try to catch the thief of the
Dragon’s Hoard without the
help of the electronic unit, it is
the player impersonating the
dragon who makes the noises.
You play a number of rounds
equal to the number of players in
the game, each player is dragon
player once. The game offers 12
Path Bars and thus 48 different

38
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6
escape paths for the thief. The
dragon player chooses one of
the path bars and slides it into
the dragon unit so that the first
image appears in the circle and
then makes the corresponding
noise. This noise gives a clue to
the pursuers = the other players where the thief might have
started. One of the pursuers rolls
the die and moves the marker

every other bidding card of its
color. All other bidding cards
and the trick are set aside. Then
you decide if trump should be
changed. If you want a change,
the next card from the stack is
turned up to determine trump.
Then the player to the left of the
current starting player becomes
the new starting player, places a
bidding card and leads for the
trick.
After the last trick has been
played, all note the total value of
the bidding cards they did win.
After a number of rounds equal
to the number of players the winner is the player with the highest total. The rules allow a game
with five and six players, which a
higher amount of chance.
After the first trick at the latest
this game is a case for trained
card memorizers and experiences card players. Once you get
used to seeing a trick as a tool instead of the goal you will enjoy
an interesting, fast game with
a special appeal and a basically
simple set of rules. 

INFORMATION

accordingly horizontally or vertically or flies it to any spot when
the dragon is rolled. Even if the
players are sure earlier where the
thief can be found they only may
catch him after the last sound for
the path has been made. If the
pursuers manage to move onto
the same spot with the thief after the last sound they have successfully caught him and each
receives a dragon chip. When the
marker is not on the same spot
as the thief after the last move
the thief has escaped and the
dragon player receives a chip.
When each player was dragon
player once the player with most
chips wins.
This„take-me-along“ sized game
offers a very good transformation of the „big“, electronically
directed board game, children
love to make the noises themselves and to deduct and guess
together where the thief might
be. 48 paths for the thief offer
more than enough variety for
many enjoyable hunts for the
thief of the dragon hoard. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Hilko Drude
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Winning Moves 2011
www.winning-moves.de

EVALUATION
Trick-taking card game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en kr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Abstract, simple graphics *
Short, basically simple rules
* The allure is in the double
use of cards for bidding
and tricking
Compares to:
Mü und mehr and other
trick-taking games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2011
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Roll & Move with noises
and deduction
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Well-workung transformation of the electronic-based
game into the take-alongsized game * Fun for
children in making noises
Compares to:
Wo War’s? electronic version and
other games with noise identification
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

WORD ON THE STREET / ZOMBIES!!! 8 t

WORD ON THE STREET
LETTERED MEDIAN

A game on words and letters, you
must conquer 8 letters to win the
game. Conquer? To conquer a letter means you need to pull the
letter off the road. Road? A board
styled like a road with a median,
with two lanes in both directions,
is divided into 17 rows. In each of
these rows in the median spot
you place 17 letter tiles – consonants only with J, Q, X and Z miss-

10
ing – in alphabetical order from
top to bottom.
You play in two teams and
choose one side of the category
cards to be used in each of your
games. One team draws a card
and reads out loud the valid category for the round, at the same
time the other team starts the
timer. The active team looks for
a word fitting the category while

ZOMBIES!!! 8 JAILBREAK
THIRTY DAYS IN THE HOLE
Jailbreak!? To all intents and purposes one could believe that it
might not be bad to be in jail
when zombies invade the town.
In theory this is correct but in
practice one zombie within the
jail is enough to ruin this excellent plan. The strait jacket is not
really of help either, because you
start in the Closed Section of the
jail and the new aim of the game

www.gamesjournal.at
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is to get rid of the strait jacket
and to flee the prison. At this
point you can end the game or
you can go on playing the basic
game and try to reach the helicopter landing pad after fleeing
the prison or eliminate 25 zombies to win the game.
At the start of the game all players started in the Closed Section
and are wearing a strait jacket. At

the timer runs and for each letter
in the chosen word the corresponding tile is moved one step
to the side of the active team.
If it is moved off the board the
team has conquered the letter.
If a team manages to find a correct word with three letters of the
same kind the letter is conquered
with one word. When the first
letter has been moved the active team can no longer change
its word. Conquered letters can
be used as usual, but cannot be
moved any more. The opposing
team can try to distract the active
team and suggest words, even if
they do not fit, but can only veto
words that are really incorrect.
Word on the Street is one of the
most attractive word games of
the last years, as all letters can
be used anytime, even if the do
not result in moving a letter, the
mechanism of conquering letters
to win the game is a marvelous
mechanism. All you need to do
is remember lots of words with 3
identical letters! 

INFORMATION

the start of each turn you roll for
a try to get rid of the strait jacket.
With a 6 you manage to discard
it. If you die with the prison limits you start again in the Closed
Section wearing a strait jacket. If
you die outside the prison walls
you start again at the entry of
the prison without a strait jacket.
There is also the new rule of Evasion: If you meet a zombie you
can roll a die, if you roll a 3 you
can evade the zombie and can
continue your move, if you roll a
4 or higher you have eliminated
the zombie. If you wear a strait
jacket a 3 or more just allows you
to avoid the zombies. For evasion
rolls you cannot use ammunition
markers. The evasion rule can
also be used in other expansions.
As all other edition of Zombies!!!
this one, too, is black, scathing,
satirical and only fitting for fans
of the genre, for them it is a real
tidbit and a cute continuation of
the story! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-10

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Jack Degnan
Artist: J. Kovalic, C. Quinn-Kinney
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Out of the Box 2009
www.otb-games.com

EVALUATION
Word association game
For families
Special: Many players
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Simple rules * very attractive mechanism * all letters
always available
Compares to:
All association games
looking for words in given
categories
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

16+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Todd, Kerry Breitenstein
Artist: Dave Aikins, Kurt Miller
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2011
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Horror adventure game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Expansion * needs the
basic game to play * only
for fans of the topic * new
rule Evading
Compares to:
All other titles in the Zombies!!! range
Other editions:
Zombies!!! 8 Todesurteil, Pegasus
Spiele
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NEW ARRIVALS

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON NEWCOMERS

ANGELSPASS
Publisher: Selecta

FILLY UNICORN MEIN ERSTES ELECTRIC

3

Publisher: Noris

3

Angelspaß is a classic children game with especially attractive
components, including a professional fishing rod with a crank
to haul in the line. The game holds 18 fish, the rod and a die.
For a simple game you just dip the rod into the water aka
the box and pull it in again, fish that you catch you set out
before you. You win with most fishes when all are caught. In a
more difficult version you roll the die and must catch a fish of
that color, if you catch others too, all go back into the water.
Starfish, boot and octopus have special meanings. If you are
the first to catch five fish you win. Version: multi *
Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no.

6 double-sided cards result in 12 quiz tables for the electro
contact mechanism: If you place the contacts in an image in
the middle of the table and in the corresponding images at
the sides a light on the module lights up. Topics of the tables
are: Was gehört zu wem?, Finde die richtigen Umrisse!, Finde
das passende Puzzleteil!, Welche Farbe hat der Diamant?,
Welche Farbe fehlt?, Finde den richtigen Schatten!, Welche
Farbe hat der Stern?, Finde den richtigen Ausschnitt?, Welche
Farbe passt zu welchem Filly?, Jedes Filly hat eine Blume –
finde die richtige!, Welches Filly spiegelt sich hier?, Folge dem
Stern! Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Fish catching game for 1-4 players, ages 3+

Quiz game for 1-4 players, ages 3+

HUSCH HUSCH KLEINE HEXE
Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Zoch

3

An educational game of sorting, children use long clear tubes
to pick up colored marbles that are lettered with numbers
– depending on the version played the marbles in the tube
must adhere to certain demands: In version 1 you collect
marbles in a sequence set by the task card. In version 2 children sort the balls into a sequence of numbers independent
of colors and in version 3 the task card states a sum that must
be achieved by the collected marbles. The first to complete
the task wins points. Revised new edition 2011.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A game of memory for 2-6 players, ages 3+

A game of sorting and learning for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Designer: Raymond Lauzzana
Publisher: Foxmind Games

TOHUWABOHU BERÜHMT BERÜCHTIGT

7

The game comprises 70 cards with different numbers, 0-8,
of colored squares. Players in turn place a correct card next
to an already placed card, all borders touching other cards
must conform, and then you draw a card. The maximum grid
size is 5x5 cards. If you place the 5th card into a row you take
all cards from this row, maybe even more rows if the card
completes more than one. When the stack has been depleted
and one player is out of cards, the game ends and each card
scores its value, remaining hand cards score negative. If you
reach 500 points you win the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no
Card placement game for 2-7 players, ages 7+

40

Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children +learn
With friends
For families
For experts

6

Five in a row is played in Japan as a Go variant for children.
In this edition in the series „Edition SOS – Kinderdörfer Spiele
aus aller Welt – China“ you determine first whether the pieces
are placed on the crossings of the lines or within the squares.
The aim of the game is to place 5 of your stones in one row.
The player of the dark pieces begins and places a stone, then
you take turns to place a stone. Once a stone is placed it
cannot be moved. The row of 5 can run horizontally, vertically
or diagonally, but must be straight and may not change
direction.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

PERRY RHODAN QUARTETT

Publisher: Noris

Broomstick and toad’s hop – who’s the fastest witch on top?
The small colorful witches are hiding under their big black
hats. You must pay attention and remember which witch is
hiding under which hat and where this hat is placed at the
moment. You roll the color die. If you know under which hat
this witch is hiding, you turn over the hat. If you are correct
you move the hat one step nearer to Blocksberg and then
have another turn. If you are wrong, the witch is put back and
stays in place. If you roll the double arrow, you switch two
hats. If you are first to move a witch onto Blocksberg, you win
the game. Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

SMARTRIX

Publisher: Grubbe Media

Abstract position game for 2 players, ages 6 and up

KUGELBLITZ

6

GOMOKU

Designer: Laufriedo Steinstätter
Publisher: Ravensburger

Tohuwabohu Berühmt Berüchtigt! is the 2nd volume of Tohuwabohu in the new series PartySpiele, with famous people as
its topic, and it can be combined with Einfach Tierisch! At first
you collect 2-3 items per player from around the house and
in each of 6 rounds you lay task cards equal to the number of
players + 2. All choose one they like and execute it, then they
place their color card next to the task card and can start a
new task. When a minimum of one color card is next to each
task, the round ends; for proper implementation the task card
is handed over. After 6 rounds the player with most cards
wins. Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes
Party game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Publisher: VPM Verlag Pabel Moewig

8

People from the Perryversum to collect and play with – as an
insert in the Perry Rhodan booklet novellas issues 2061 to
2064 there are 8 cards each for a game of “Happy Families”
featuring covers from the booklet novellas. The game is
played according to the standard rules for Happy Families,
the cards show different races and peoples from the Perry
Rhodan Universe and also feature specifications on distance,
first contact, first mention, number of planets and gravity;
this allows you to play a trump game following equally wellknown rules.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: some
Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

TOP TRUMPS SPECIALS HELLO KITTY
Publisher: Winning Moves

8

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round
– already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The
active player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all
other players check their cards for the value of this attribute –
the player with the highest value gets all cards of this round.
In case of a tie cards go on the table and the winner of the
next round receives those too. Themeset: Specials Hello Kitty
Reise um die Welt
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: some
A card/quiz game for 2 or more players from age 8

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

HIGHLIGHTS AMONG GAMES t
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HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

PLAYERS:

2-6

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Jahr: 2001 / 2004 (new edition)
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

POWER GRID
Friedemann Frieses famoses Fireworks
Dear Reader! The first sparks did fly only for a
few visitors of the fair – and then Friesemann
Frieses powerhouse first edition of 1500 copies of Power Grid was sold out in 2001. The
re-edition of the game three years leader
nearly instantly turned into a cult game, especially among game experts, who couldn’t and
couldn’t get enough of this conceptual masterpiece. And this despite the unusual and rather
bleak game boards, that needed some time to
get used to. Today you need not restrict your
efforts to power up the huge energy gobblers
Germany and USA, but can use your power on
many other boards: There are Benelux/Central
Europe, China/Korea, France/Italy, Brazil/Spain
& Portugal as well Russia/Japan. Small adaptations of the basic rules for each of these boards
result in country-specific well balanced provision strategies and at the same time provide
new challenges. And the number of players
noted on the box, 2 to 6, is not only a decoration, but yields high tension for all numbers of
players. Have you been powered up yet? Then
visit the Austrian Games Museum at Leopoldsdorf and play your role as CEO of a huge energy
conglomerate!
Website: www.spielen.at
Oppressively bleak with muted colors, thus
appear the maps of Germany and the United
Stated in the light of an observer’s lamp. This
optical branding is also characteristic for the
maps of other countries published in later
years. Maybe the knowledge of the immense
use of energy in those first two economic
giants for which maps were designed was
the deciding factor for Friedemann Friese
to create his classic economics game. And
what a game he has created! You puzzle over
felicitous buys of power stations for many
hours to achieve provision of sufficient energy and optimum connections of cities to
the power grid, as at first each city can only
be connected to a one grid and a tactically
motivated cutting-off of an opponent from
the grid can result in an early decision of the
game. On the other hand, if you expand too

FROM THE MUSEUM

www.2f-spiele.de

fast this might result in supply shortages, because cities must have sufficient power, regardless of its source from coal, oil, garbage
or uranium. The very clever mechanism that
gives a player trailing behind pre-emptive
rights for buying resources turns „Power
Grid“ into an emotional roller coaster which
can last all evening long trying to achieve
balance between the power of hope and
the disappointment in the real grid. To cite
the rules in detail would exceed this column,
but I must mention that Power Grid is played
in five phases: Turn order, buy resources, buy
power station, connecting cities to the grid
and administration. Each of the phases is
characterized by a fixed order of actions
which forces you to decide where you want
to be positioned in the next round. Another
deciding factor is the best use of “Electros”,
the ubiquitous currency in Power Grid. If
you make a mistake in counting your money
you are marooned! The game ends when a
given number of cities has been connected.
But do not forget: The must be supplied, too!
Nuclear Power may be out dated in Germany
today, but in Power Grid it will live on forever!

Comments to: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at

AGE:

14+
TIME:

120+

     +   

Strategy/Tactics
Info
Chance
If you take on Power Grid, you are challenged
to more than two hours of intensive planning
and ultimate gaming brain acrobatics. The
chance element has been reduced to a minimum (turning up of power station cards), the
strategic part of the game is at a permanent
high!
Hugos EXPERTTIP
Power Grid is a classy game with a high strategic content, and therefore after a first game
a second game is recommended, despite the
long playing time, to familiarize yourself with
the interacting elements of the game.
Hugos FLASHLIGHT
Power Grid, Friedemann Frieses famous Fireworks, is a real jewel of the art of games; the
reasons for this are manifold: Permanent interactions, high intensity of planning, strategic
concepts and last but not least steady nerves
during the auctioning of power stations offer a
continuous delectable game experience. This
is true for all boards of Power Grid, which has
advanced to classic status in the genre of economics games after a short number of years. It
is simply Friedemann Frieses Famous Fireworks.
ADVANCE NOTICE:
ZOFF IM ZOO
Even polar bears have cold feet!

Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at
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Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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